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Abstract

The Afar region of Ethiopia provides a unique example of a sub-aerial volcanic dom-
inated rift in a transitional phase between continental and oceanic style rifting. Within
volcanic spreading segments in Afar, the role of shallow magmatic intrusions and the
rheological structure of the sub-surface in accommodating long-term extensional strain
is not well understood. In this thesis, I aim to investigate these processes using satellite-
borne interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) observations of surface defor-
mation to target the simple questions of “Where is the magma?”, “Where is the strain?”,
and “What is the rheological structure of the crust?”. Using Sentinel-1 InSAR observa-
tions from 2014-2019 I develop an up-to-date map of average surface velocities across
the whole Afar rift at a high spatial resolution. To achieve this, I refine an atmospheric
time series filtering technique, using a weighting system to reduce the influence of noisy
pixels and epochs. I also develop a novel methodology to reference InSAR derived ve-
locities to regional Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) observations of plate
motions in remote environments where the spatial distribution of GNSS data is limited.

Using this dataset, I apply numerical models of sub-surface deformation sources to
assess the shallow magmatic plumbing systems at several volcanic centres throughout
Afar. In particular, the deformation signal in the build-up to and during the 2017-
2019 eruption at Erta ’Ale volcano in northern Afar highlights the complexity of these
plumbing systems with shallow magma bodies at ∼ 1 km depth being fed by a deeper
network of dykes and sills to magma reservoirs at the base of the crust. By monitoring
the level of the long-lived lava lake in the Erta ’Ale summit caldera throughout the
eruption, I also show that the shallow sources involved are hydraulically connected,
indicating a similar interaction between the summit caldera and a local rift zone as
previously established at Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. I also observe this linkage between
shallow magma bodies within the crust and deeper magma bodies at the base of the
crust at the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo volcanic segment (DMHVS) in central Afar.

By combining 2014-2019 Sentinel-1 and 2006-10 Envisat time series of ground motions
at the DMHVS, I model the ∼ 14 year post-rifting response to the large 2005-2010 rifting
episode, combining both the viscoelastic relaxation of the upper mantle with continued
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vi Abstract

magma movement within the segment. I find that the optimal sub-surface structure
below the DMHVS consists of a 17-22 km thick elastic lid which overlies a viscoelastic
half-space with a viscosity of 0.6-1.8 × 1018 Pa s. I also show that sustained activity
at volcanic centres is necessary to replicate the post-rifting deformation signal, and is
indicative of a connection to a deeper reservoir beneath the DMHVS, as inferred by
previous geophysical studies.

From mapping the spatial distribution of surface extension within the Afar rift, I
also establish how extension is focussed within ∼ 10-15 km of volcanic segments in
northern Afar, while extension is distributed over ∼ 80-160 km in south and central
Afar with amagmatic faulting accommodating the strain. I infer that this change
is indicative of the temporal evolution of the rift, with segments in northern Afar
more closely resembling incipient mid-ocean ridges (MORs), in keeping with strain
localisation facilitating the transition between continental and oceanic rifting. My
findings further the understanding of the architecture of shallow magmatic plumbing
systems at rift volcanoes, the state of the crust beneath spreading segments, and the
spatial distribution of strain between segments. This provides a basis to incorporate
more complexity in models of post-rift relaxation, and to develop thermal models to
assess the similarity of sub-aerial spreading ridges in Afar to MORs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Continental rifting and sea floor spreading form an integral part of global plate tec-
tonics. As continental rifts develop, lithospheric thinning may facilitate the production
of magma through decompression melting (McKenzie, 1978). Where rifts are assisted
by mantle plumes, additional heating of the lithosphere of 100-200°C is sufficient to
produce enough magmatic material to account for the large igneous provinces associ-
ated with the onset of oceanic rifting (White and McKenzie, 1989). Flood basalts in
Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen are attributed to the onset of rifting in East Africa
∼ 30 Ma, initiated by a mantle plume below the Afar region of Ethiopia (Furman et al.,
2006). Active rifting in East Africa and the Afar region is on-going, with development of
the rift providing a unique example of on-land incipient sea floor spreading in northern
Afar.

During the transition from continental rifting to sea floor spreading, the role of shal-
low magmatic intrusions in accommodating the spatial and temporal distribution of
extensional strain is still poorly understood. In extremely remote settings such as
Afar, satellite remote sensing provides the opportunity to observe both long-term and
short-term surface processes over wide spatial scales. In this thesis, I use satellite-borne
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) observations of ground motions in the
Afar rift to map and model the localisation of extensional strain, the role of magmatic
intrusions in accommodating this strain, and the structure of shallow magmatic plumb-
ing systems at spreading centres. In this chapter I will introduce the state of rifting in
Afar, summarise the present understanding of magma plumbing systems in extensional
settings, and provide an overview of the uses of InSAR observations and modelling for
investigating volcanic systems. I will also define the primary aims and objectives of
this thesis, and provide a roadmap through the works displayed in Chapters 2-5.
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2 Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Afar Tectonic Setting

The Afar triangle lies at the northern-most tip of the East African Rift (EAR) in
Ethiopia, Djibouti, and Eritrea. Rifting in this region initiated ∼ 30 Ma with volu-
minous flood basalts associated with a large mantle upwelling (Wolfenden et al., 2004,
Furman et al., 2006, Rooney et al., 2012). This mantle plume is observable in the
present day as a region of low seismic velocities in the upper-mantle below the Afar re-
gion (Ritsema et al., 1999, Chang et al., 2011, Civiero et al., 2015). Since the initiation
of continental rifting, the Afar region has developed into a rift-rift-rift triple junction
between the NW-SE trending Red Sea Rift (RSR) and Gulf of Aden Rift (GAR), and
the NE-SW trending Main Ethiopian Rift (MER); accommodating the divergence of
the Arabian Plate, the Nubian Plate, and the Somalian Plate (e.g. Corti, 2009). The
evolution of the triple junction from 11 Ma to the present day is shown in Figure 1.1
with the initiation and propagation of the MER southwards from Afar, combined with

Figure 1.1: Evolution of the Afar rift from 11Ma to present from Bonini et al. (2005). Arrows
in Afar highlight the ‘saloon-door’ opening of the Afar triangle with rotation of the Danakil
Horst (Kidane, 2016), with red numbers on the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) showing the es-
timated age of the onset of rifting (Ma) in the Central MER (CMER) and Southern MER
(SMER). Figure modified from Corti (2009), based on Bonini et al. (2005).
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Figure 1.2: Magmatic rifts (red) in the Afar region, with the Danakil block (blue), GNSS
vectors (with 95% error ellipses) showing plate motions relative to the Nubian Plate, and
earthquake focal mechanisms (Havard catalogue 1976-2009). RSR - Red Sea Rift, GAR - Gulf
of Aden Rift, MER - Main Ethiopian Rift. Figure modified from McClusky et al. (2010).

the opening of the Afar triangle with the motion of the Arabian plate (Wolfenden et al.,
2004, Corti, 2009).

Observations of current plate motions using Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) show that, relative to a stable Nubian Plate, the Somalian Plate is moving
towards the SE at a rate of 4-6 mm/yr (McClusky et al., 2010, Saria et al., 2014), while
the Arabian plate is moving towards the NE at a rate of 18-20 mm/yr (McClusky et al.,
2010, ArRajehi et al., 2010). The extension of 18-20 mm/yr over the RSR is transferred
gradually onto on-land RSR segments in northern and central Afar from ∼ 13-16 °N,
producing the anti-clockwise motion of the Danakil Horst micro-plate (Kidane, 2016,
Viltres et al., 2020), as shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. As the triple junction develops,
the on-land portions of the RSR in northern and central Afar and the GAR in southern
Afar are predicted to connect in ∼ 5 Ma (Doubre et al., 2017, Eagles et al., 2002).

The spatial variation in rifting styles from the MER, the Afar Rift, and the oceanic
RSR can be thought of as an analogue to the development of a continental rift through
time. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of rift development from flood basalts to oceanic
rifting, where the Afar rift lies between the stages shown in Figures 1.3d-e. Magmatism
is thought to play a crucial role in assisting continental break-up, by reducing the
stress required to rupture the lithosphere (Buck, 2006). As shown in Figure 1.4, melt
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Figure 1.3: The stages of continental rifting in East Africa: (a) Flood basalts where inherited
lithospheric weaknesses help to localise the onset of rifting. (b) Extension is largely accommo-
dated by boundary faults with the creation of a rift valley. (c) Deformation becomes focussed
within the rift valley (e.g. Wonji fault segments in the Main Ethiopian Rift). (d) Increased
magmatism in the rift valley helps to further localise extension into discrete magmatic rift
segments (Ebinger, 2005). (e) Further magmatism, rift localisation, and lithospheric thinning
assists the transition into oceanic spreading centres, with erupted and intruded lavas forming
seaward-dipping reflectors observed at passive margins. The northwards trend of rift maturity
in East Africa may be represented by current rifting styles in the Kenyan rift (b), the Southern
Main Ethiopian Rift (c), the Northern Main Ehtiopian Rift (d), and the oceanic Red Sea Rift
(e). Figure from Corti (2009), based on Ebinger (2005).
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intrusions in the lithosphere may also contribute to the localisation of extensional strain,
further promoting the development of the rift (Corti, 2009, Ebinger, 2005).

The Afar rift is indicative of a late-stage continental rift in the transitional phase be-
tween continental and oceanic style rifting (e.g. Hayward and Ebinger, 1996). Seismic
reflection and receiver function studies indicate that the crust below Afar is extensively
thinned and altered compared to the surrounding Ethiopian highlands. Crustal thick-
nesses range from 20-45 km below the Ethiopian highlands, which thins abruptly to
∼ 15-30 km in the MER and central Afar, and ∼ 15-20 km in northern Afar (Lavayssière
et al., 2018, Hammond et al., 2011, Bastow and Keir, 2011, Tiberi et al., 2005). The
crust thins further to ∼ 10 km in the submarine oceanic portions of the RSR and
GAR (Hammond et al., 2011, Maguire et al., 2006). Seismic anisotropy also indicates a
high proportion of melt within the Afar crust (Gallacher et al., 2016), particularly be-
low spreading segments in Afar (Hammond and Kendall, 2016, Hammond, 2014, Stork
et al., 2013). This is in agreement with observations of shallow seismicity attributed to
the movement of melt within the crust (Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018b). Petrological studies
of erupted deposits also indicate that the temperature of the upper mantle below Afar
is elevated (Ferguson et al., 2013), allowing the production of large quantities of melt
(Armitage et al., 2015). Gallacher et al. (2016) observe an along-rift thinning of the
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) from 120 ± 55 km depth below the MER to
< 81 km depth below Afar, which is consistent with petrological estimates of maximum

Figure 1.4: First-order mechanisms of continental rifting from tectonic (a) and magmatic (b)
accommodated extension. Crustal strength profiles highlight the lower yield stress required to
separate two lithospheric blocks with magmatic intrusions. Figure from Corti (2009), based on
Buck (2006) and Ebinger (2005).
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melting depths of 53-88 km for the CMER (Rooney et al., 2005), and 80 ± 45 km for
Afar (Ferguson et al., 2013).

The development of discrete rifting segments is a key feature in the evolution of
the rift (Hayward and Ebinger, 1996, Ebinger and Casey, 2001, Keir et al., 2015), as
shown in Figure 1.3. With rift development, magmatism and extension are expected to
concentrate into these segments which eventually form into Mid-Ocean Ridge (MOR)
spreading centres (Makris and Ginzburg, 1987). Further indicators of the development
of oceanic-style rifting include seismicity between segments in Afar that suggest the
formation of a proto-transform fault (Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018a), gravity profiles show-
ing that high density crust being formed at the centre of rift segments (Lewi et al.,
2016), the observation of symmetrical magnetic reversals about rift segments (Bridges
et al., 2012), and the presence of shallow magma bodies beneath spreading centres
(Pagli et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2017). While these observations suggest that the Afar
rift is in a transitional state between continental and oceanic style rifting, it is not well
established how far spreading segments in Afar are through this process.

1.2 Magma Plumbing Systems in Extensional Settings

Magmatism in extensional settings is assisted by the orientation of minimum com-
pressive stress (σ3), perpendicular to the rift zone, promoting shallow vertical intrusions
such as dykes (e.g. Tibaldi et al., 2014). These settings include continental rifts, such as
the MER, mid-ocean ridges (MORs), such as the East Pacific Rise (EPR), and volcano
flank rifts, such as the East rift-zone (ERZ) at Kilauea, Hawaii. In settings with thinned
crust (. 15 km), such as MORs (Phipps Morgan et al., 1987, Bown and White, 1994,
Carbotte and Scheirer, 2004), Afar (Hammond et al., 2011, Bastow and Keir, 2011,
Tiberi et al., 2005), and the Kilauea ERZ (Ryall and Bennett, 1968, Hill and Zucca,
1987), the composition of magmatism is predominately basaltic (e.g. Kay et al., 1970,
Macdonald, 1949, Barberi et al., 1972) with relatively quick transport of melt from
depth to the shallow plumbing systems giving little time for fractional alteration or
crustal assimilation in the melt. In rift settings with thicker crust (& 15 km), such as
the MER (Dugda et al., 2005, Chambers et al., 2019) and in Iceland (Darbyshire et al.,
2000, Kumar et al., 2007), magmatism can be more explosive with both basaltic and
rhyolitic melts being produced (e.g. Jakobsson, 1972, Self and Sparks, 1978, Fontijn
et al., 2018, Iddon et al., 2019).

At MORs, the depth of a persistent magma lens below the rift axis is dependant,
to the first order, on the spreading rate and the crustal thickness (e.g. Phipps Morgan
and Chen, 1993). Slow and ultra-slow spreading ridges such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR) are defined by a full spreading rate of . 40 mm/yr (Wanless and Behn, 2017,
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Dick et al., 2003). These rifts are typically host to axial grabens (Dick et al., 2003,
Buck et al., 2005, Cannat et al., 2019), with spatially (along-axis) and temporally
intermittent magma lenses where melt is distributed throughout the crust up to ∼ 8 km
depth (see Figure 1.5; Wanless and Behn, 2017, Dunn et al., 2005). In contrast, fast
spreading ridges with full spreading rates of & 80 mm/yr, such as the EPR, show a
consistent magma lens at 1-3 km depth below an axial rise (Wanless and Behn, 2017,
Marjanović et al., 2014, Carbotte et al., 2013, Sinton and Detrick, 1992). Dick et al.
(2003) show how the rift spreading rate and crustal thickness largely define whether the
MOR develops either an axial ridge and shallow magma lens for faster spreading rates
and a thin crust, or an axial graben and distributed melt for slower spreading rates and
a thicker crust. Outliers in this trend include MORs with additional supply of melt at
hot-spots, such as at the Galápagos Spreading Centre (GSC; Chen and Lin, 2004, White
et al., 2008, Boddupalli and Canales, 2019), Axial Seamount on the Juan de Fuca Ridge
(Sigmundsson, 2016, Nooner and Chadwick, 2009), and the Reykjanes Ridge, offshore
Iceland (Chen, 2000, Phipps Morgan et al., 1987). Elevated mantle temperatures and
additional melt supply mean that spreading centres with slower spreading rates may
exhibit similar features to a fast-spreading ridge, such as an axial rise and a shallow
magma lens (Chen and Lin, 2004, Chen and Morgan, 1996). The magma plumbing
system at Axial Seamount shows similarities to sub-aerial rift volcanoes (Sigmundsson,
2016), where repeated dyke intrusions are sourced from a magma reservoir beneath the
central caldera (Hefner et al., 2020, Nooner and Chadwick, 2009).

Shallow magma reservoirs (. 5 km depth) have also been observed at several sub-
aerial volcanoes and rift zones (e.g. Jerram and Bryan, 2015). The ERZ at the Kilauea
volcano, Hawaii, is formed from the ocean-ward slip of the island along basal décolle-
ment to the S/SE of Kilauea (e.g. Denlinger and Okubo, 1995, Liu et al., 2018). Persis-
tent activity since the 1800s at the summit caldera and ERZ vents including Pu’u’Ō’ō
since 1983 (Patrick et al., 2020; and references therein), is sourced from a central magma
reservoir at 3-5 km depth below and ∼ 2 km south of the Kilauea summit caldera (An-
derson et al., 2015, Poland et al., 2014). This reservoir is hydraulically connected to

Figure 1.5: Histograms of the percentage melt inclusion Vapour Saturation Pressures at four
classes of mid-ocean ridge, based on the full spreading rate in mm/yr. Grey bars indicate the
approximate depth of seismically imaged melt lenses. Figure from Wanless and Behn (2017).
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Figure 1.6: (a) Map of the Kilauea volcano and East Rift Zone (ERZ), Hawaii, with (b)
physics-based schematic cross-section along profile a-a’ showing the routes of magma supply
and storage between the Kilauea summit and ERZ. Figure from Anderson and Poland (2016).

both the shallow reservoir at 1-2 km depth below the summit Halema’uma’u crater and
lava lake (Poland et al., 2014, Bagnardi et al., 2014, Anderson et al., 2015), and the
ERZ plumbing system which maintains a smaller reservoir below Pu’u’Ō’ō, 15-20 km
down-rift from the summit caldera (see Figure 1.6; Patrick et al., 2019, 2015, Anderson
and Poland, 2016). Similar shallow rift plumbing systems, fed from central magma
reservoirs, are also present on the flanks of volcanoes such as Piton de la Fournaise,
Réunion (e.g. Michon et al., 2015, Peltier et al., 2005); Ambryn, Vanuatu (Shreve et al.,
2019, Hamling et al., 2019); and Etna, Italy (e.g. Froger et al., 2001, Harris et al., 2000,
Chauhan et al., 2020). In contrast to rift zones formed from far-field stresses, such as
plate motions, these volcano flank rift zones are formed from near-field stresses, often
due to the gravitational collapse of the edifice, which may not be persistent over long
time scales. As such, these rift plumbing systems have much smaller spatial extents
than the rift zones in Iceland, and in Afar.

Sub-aerial sea-floor spreading of the MAR in Iceland is caused by the presence of a
mantle plume (e.g. Wolfe et al., 1997, Ito et al., 1999) resulting in anomalously thick (up
to ∼ 40 km) oceanic crust (Darbyshire et al., 2000, Jenkins et al., 2018). Plate extension
of ∼ 20 mm/yr (DeMets et al., 1994) is accommodated within broad rift zones in Iceland
(Karson, 2017), producing both effusive and explosive volcanism (Gudmundsson, 2000).
Major rifting events in Iceland include Laki-Grímsvötn, 1783-85 (e.g. Thordarson and
Self, 1993), Askja, 1874-76 (e.g. Sigurdsson and Sparks, 1978b), Krafla, 1975-84 (e.g.
Buck, 2006), and Bárdarbunga, 2014-15 (e.g. Sigmundsson et al., 2014). These effusive
fissure swarms and dyke intrusions are fed by the shallow lateral flow of melt into the rift
zones from magma reservoirs below central volcanoes (Sigurdsson and Sparks, 1978a,
Gudmundsson et al., 2016). Smaller rifting events have also been shown to have the
potential to trigger larger eruptions at central volcanoes, such as the effusive flank dyke
intrusion which preceded the explosive 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption (Sigmundsson
et al., 2010). This interaction between rift zone and central volcano shows similarities
to the plumbing systems found at other hot-spot rift locations such as Kilauea (Poland
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et al., 2014), Axial Seamount (Sigmundsson, 2016), and Afar (Wright et al., 2006).

Spreading centres in Afar are perhaps the closest sub-aerial analogy for the magmatic
plumbing systems at MORs, due to the thinned crust, especially in northern Afar, and
high melt flux from the presence of the Afar plume (Hayward and Ebinger, 1996, Pagli
et al., 2012, Wright et al., 2012). The on-land portion of the RSR is expressed in
northern Afar by the Erta ’Ale volcanic segment (EAVS), and in central Afar by the
Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo volcanic segment (DMHVS). As shown in Figure 1.7, the Tat
’Ale, Afdera, and Alayta volcanic segments (TAVS, AFVS, and ALVS respectively) ac-
commodate the strain in the region between the EAVS and the DMHVS (Pagli et al.,
2014), with the early-stages of transform faults forming between these segments (Illsley-
Kemp et al., 2018a). Recent volcanism is abundant in Afar with several eruptions at
volcanic centres on the EAVS being sourced from shallow magma reservoirs (Amelung
et al., 2000, Nobile et al., 2012, Pagli et al., 2012, Field et al., 2012a, Xu et al., 2017),
with an axial sill at ∼ 1 km depth at the Alu-Dalafilla volcanic centre (Pagli et al.,
2012). The presence of shallow melt bodies on the slow-spreading segment raises ques-
tions on the first order controls on MOR plumbing systems and how these controls
may be affected by additional melt flux at hot-spots. While spreading centres in Afar
raise key issues in the structure of rift-zone plumbing systems, and their evolution with
rift development, they are relatively under-studied in comparison to rift zones in Ice-
land, and plumbing systems such as at Kilauea. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I provide
an in-depth analysis of a long-lived plumbing system at the Erta ’Ale volcano, while
in Chapter 3 I investigate the localisation of extension over the rift and the related
magmatic deformation at spreading centres in Afar.

A major rifting event on the DMHVS from 2005-10 sourced melt both from depth
and from the nearby Dabbahu and Gabho volcanic centres (Wright et al., 2006, Ayele
et al., 2009, Hamling et al., 2010, Barnie et al., 2016). The interaction of multiple
sources and the total magnitude of the eruption is comparable to the 1975-84 Krafla
rifting episode in Iceland, as well as the 1978 Asal-Ghoubbet volcanic segment (AGVS)
eruption in southern Afar (Wright et al., 2012). Major rifting events such as these play
a crucial role in accommodating long-term plate motions; despite this, the dynamics of
the plumbing systems involved throughout the rifting cycle are still poorly understood
(Ebinger et al., 2010, Barnie et al., 2016). Spatial and temporal limitations hinder our
ability to study this further as Iceland and Afar are the only locations where large scale
rifts are observable sub-aerially, and these large rifting events are rarer than smaller
eruptions and intrusions. Wright et al. (2012) suggest that future models of the rifting
cycle should include both realistic crustal structure at spreading segments, which is
likely to be thermally weakened than the surrounding crust, and the movement of
magma within the rift zone. I address this in Chapter 4 by making use of a ∼ 15 year
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time series to constrain a new model of the long-term post-rifting response to the 2005
DMHVS rifting episode.

1.3 InSAR Observations and Modelling

In the following section I will outline the justification for using InSAR to study
volcanic processes in the Afar rift, provide a brief overview of InSAR processing and
time series analysis, and describe some of the common modelling practices used to
interpret surface deformation at volcanic centres. Comprehensive descriptions of InSAR
processing and time series analysis can be found in works such as Hanssen (2001),
Ferretti et al. (2007), and Hooper et al. (2012), while overviews of geodetic modelling

Figure 1.7: The Afar Rift with white triangles indicating Holocene volcanoes and key vol-
canoes highlighted in yellow. Simplified volcanic segments (VS) are shown in red: AFVS -
Afdera, ALVS - Alayta, AGVS - Asal-Ghoubbet, DMHVS - Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo, EAVS -
Erta ’Ale, MI - Manda-Inakir, NMER - Northern Main Ethiopian Rift, TAVS - Tat ’Ale. A
subset of GNSS velocity vectors with 95% confidence error ellipses (blue arrows) from (King
et al., 2019) show the long-term plate motions relative to the Nubian plate. Grey box outlines
show the Sentinel-1 coverage from three ascending (T014A, T087A, T116A) and two descending
(T006D, T079D) tracks. Inset map shows the relative movement of the Arabian and Somalian
plates to the Nubian plate, with plate boundaries from Bird (2003). RSR - Red Sea Rift, GAR
- Gulf of Aden Rift, MER - Main Ethiopian Rift. Figure and caption from Moore et al. (in
review).
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practices in volcanic settings can be found in works such as Segall (2010).

The extreme remote environment of Afar, combined with recent geopolitical instabil-
ity in the region, means that volcanic centres in Afar are poorly monitored, with ground
observations generally limited to location specific field surveys. Sparse networks of con-
tinuous seismic and GNSS stations offer monitoring of large events and the regional
tectonics (e.g. Pagli et al., 2014, Chambers et al., 2019; and references therein), while
observations of local events at volcanic centres are limited to temporary networks (e.g.
Jones et al., 2012, Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018b). Satellite remote sensing provides the
opportunity to regularly monitor surface processes across wide spatial scales. Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) holds an advantage over other remote sensing techniques, such
as optical and thermal imaging, in that observations can be made regardless of time
of day or weather conditions. InSAR has been used to detect ground motions at vol-
canic centres in Afar since the launch of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) European
Remote Sensing (ERS) satellites in 1992, and later several other missions (e.g. Atzori
et al., 1996, Amelung et al., 2000). The ESA Sentinel-1 satellites (A and B) have been
in operation since 2014 and offer free data usage, with 12-24 day track repeat times
over Afar and up to ∼ 20×5 m spatial resolution. Figure 1.7 shows the coverage of
ascending (South-North flight direction) and descending (North-South flight direction)
Sentinel-1A/B tracks over Afar. In this thesis I make use of the new Sentinel-1 ob-
servations to develop maps and time series of surface displacements with significantly
improved spatial and temporal resolution to previous InSAR studies in Afar.

SAR interferometry differences the phase component of two radar acquisitions in or-
der to resolve the change in range (∆ρ) from the satellite to the surface between the two
epochs. By accounting for contributing factors such as the topography (∆ρtopo), differ-
ences in the satellite orbits (∆ρorbit), tropospheric (∆ρtropos) and ionospheric (∆ρionos)
signals, and other sources of noise (∆ρnoise), a map of surface displacements (∆ρdef )
between the two epochs can be resolved (Equation 1.1).

∆ρ = ∆ρtopo + ∆ρorbit + ∆ρatmos + ∆ρionos + ∆ρnoise + ∆ρdef (1.1)

The automated LiCSAR (Looking into Continents from Space with SAR) tool is spe-
cialised for batch Sentinel-1 TOPS (Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans) mode
data processing (Lazeckỳ et al., 2020, González et al., 2016) which utilises GAMMA
software (Werner et al., 2000). All Sentinel-1 data used in this thesis is processed us-
ing LiCSAR. Lazeckỳ et al. (2020) provide an in depth LiCSAR processing description,
with more general InSAR processing practices outlined by works such as Hanssen (2001)
and Ferretti et al. (2007). Briefly, single look complex images (SLCs) are formed from
merging bursts and swaths within a single track (see Figure 1.8). LiCSAR defines a
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system of track frames such that the resulting SLCs have broadly consistent dimensions
(∼ 250×250 km). SLCs are then resampled to a reference image to produce resampled
SLCs (RSLCs), which can then be differenced in the phase domain to produce wrapped
interferograms (values between 0-2π) between any two RSLCs. Phase coherence maps
show the change in surface properties within a group of pixels. Incoherence between
two epochs can be produced by variations in surface scattering such as from water or
vegetation. Coherent interferograms are then filtered to remove short-wavelength noise
signals, and unwrapped to resolve the cumulative phase range change in the satellite
line of sight (LOS).

Long-term trends in surface deformation can be resolved by developing a time series
of displacements from a network or sequence of interferograms. Stacking is the simplest
method of resolving time series, where several interferograms are averaged to resolve
displacement rates whilst reducing background noise. Using stacking, the sequence
is vulnerable to interferograms that are incoherent or particularly noisy. Persistent
scatter interferometry (PSI) utilises pixels which are dominated by a single scatterer in a
sequence of interferograms, reducing the noise associated with varying phase reflections
from several distributed scatterers within a pixel (Hooper et al., 2012). Using only PS
pixels, PSI is then able to construct a network of interferograms with respect to a
single “primary” acquisition as shown in Figure 1.9a. Small baseline methods use
connections between epochs with relatively short temporal baselines to minimise pixel
decorrelation often seen in long interferograms. By utilising multiple connections over

Figure 1.8: Sketch of Sentinel-1 TOPS mode SAR acquisitions with sequential bursts being
imaged along track in the azimuth direction consisting of three swaths in the range direction.
Figure modified from Merryman Boncori (2019).
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the same time period (see Figure 1.9b), small baseline approaches are able to produce
a robust estimate of the displacement time series (Berardino et al., 2002, Lanari et al.,
2007). In this thesis, I make use of the short-baseline approach to extract time series
of surface deformation at volcanic centres in Afar.

Figure 1.10 shows an example interferogram network for four acquisition dates, with
unknown cumulative displacement values d1, d2, and d3 at epochs 1, 2, and 3 respec-
tively. Using all available interferograms, the SBAS network shown in Figure 1.10 can
be formulated as shown in Equation 1.2 and solved using a linear least squares inversion.
This small-baseline style methodology is well established in extracting time series of
displacements and long-term displacement rates from large networks of interferograms,
and has been automated by several software packages including Π-RATE (Wang et al.,
2012; and references therein), StaMPS (Hooper et al., 2012), GIAnT (Agram et al.,
2013), and LiCSBAS (Morishita et al., 2020).
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Phase delays due to variations in atmospheric water vapour, pressure, and temper-
ature, can produce significant errors in InSAR displacement time series. Methods to
mitigate this effect include calculating and removing a linear trend of phase with eleva-
tion, removing an atmospheric model, and time series filtering to calculate and remove
an atmospheric phase screen (APS). A linear trend of phase with elevation can occur

Figure 1.9: Example interferogram networks for the persistent scatterer (a) and small baseline
(b) time series approaches. Red circles show SAR acquisition dates, with blue connecting lines
representing interferograms. The perpendicular baseline is the distance between the satellite
positions at each acquisition perpendicular to the look direction. Figure modified from Hooper
et al. (2012).
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due to an extended travel time within a stable atmosphere for pixels at lower altitudes,
and may be corrected by solving for and removing this linear trend from the whole
image, or spatial subsets within an image (e.g. Elliott et al., 2008, Bekaert et al., 2016).
Atmospheric models, which attempt to replicate phase delays at the time of acquisi-
tion, are also widely used as they are independent of the InSAR data (e.g. Yu et al.,
2017, 2018, Weiss et al., 2020, Morishita et al., 2020). In cases where these models are
poorly constrained, it can be necessary to include a scaling factor to avoid introducing
additional error to the dataset (e.g. Shen et al., 2019).

After these corrections have been applied to individual interferograms or epochs, time
series filtering may also be required to remove residual turbulent atmospheric delays
and extract long-term trends. If we assume that atmospheric noise is not temporally
correlated, an APS for each epoch is calculated by applying a high-pass filter in time
and a low-pass filter in space, to extract any residual atmospheric signals in the data,
which is then removed from the time series (e.g. Sousa et al., 2011). APS methods
generally utilise uniform filters, based on the assumption that atmospheric delays are
not temporally correlated. Proposed improvements to the APS correction include in-
corporating global weather models (e.g. Jung et al., 2013), and the temporal variance
of a pixel (e.g. Liu et al., 2011, Refice et al., 2011). In Chapter 3, I demonstrate how
weighting pixels based on their spatial and temporal variance can produce an effective
APS filter to extract long-term trends in surface displacements.

The modelling of InSAR and GNSS deformation signals is crucial to understanding
the dynamics of local volcanic plumbing systems and regional rifting processes. Simple
source solutions including planar dislocations (Okada, 1985) and point pressure sources
(Mogi, 1958) within an elastic half-space are able to accurately reproduce many surface
deformation signals (e.g. Amelung et al., 2000, Pagli et al., 2012, Field et al., 2012b,

Figure 1.10: Sketch of an example interferogram network for four epochs (0, 1, 2, 3) and five
connecting interferograms (i01, i02, i12, i13, i23), to resolve cumulative surface displacements
(d).
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Hamlyn et al., 2014, Temtime et al., 2018). Limitations in these simple elastic models
may arise from assuming that magma is incompressible, producing a deficit between
the modelled change in volume and the observed erupted volume (Rivalta and Segall,
2008). Due to thermal alteration from magma reservoirs, pathways, and mush zones,
the host rock close to magma plumbing systems is also not likely to behave elastically.
While the addition of a viscoelastic “shell” around a spherical magma chamber can
produce a similar deformation signal to an elastic point source, it may provide a more
realistic mechanism for the temporal evolution in surface deformation (e.g. Segall, 2010,
Hamlyn et al., 2014).

When modelling long-term rifting processes, it is also necessary to consider the time-
dependant viscous response of the lower crust, as well as the instantaneous elastic
response, to any deformation sources. Models of post-rift relaxation following Krafla
1975-84 rifting episode (Einarsson and Sigmundsson, 2006, Drouin, 2016), and the back-
ground deformation during the DMH 2005-10 rifting episode (Nooner and Chadwick,
2009, Hamling et al., 2014), find that a viscous layer is necessary below an elastic lid
to reproduce the observed deformation. In Chapter 4, I expand on the work of Ham-
ling et al. (2014) to account for the role of ongoing active magmatism in the rift zone
during post-rifting viscous relaxation. While these long-term processes associated with
the rifting cycle operate at depth (∼ 15-30 km), InSAR and GNSS can struggle to
constrain these sources as the observations are made at the surface. It is therefore vi-
tal when modelling deformation signals from InSAR and GNSS, to incorporate results
from other methods such as petrology, seismicity, and magnetotellurics where possible.

1.4 Aims & Objectives

The principle aim of this thesis is to make use of new InSAR observations of ground
motions to further the understanding of how far along the Afar Rift is in its transition
from continental to oceanic rifting. This may be broken down into the following simple
questions:

1) Where is the magma?
Is magma being stored at shallow depths below spreading ridges, and how does
the plumbing system required to sustain it compare to MORs and other rift zones?

2) Where is the strain?
Is extension largely accommodated within spreading segments or is it more dis-
tributed across the rift zone, and does this change as the rift develops?

3) What is the rheological structure of the crust?
How do the materials below spreading segments react to large rifting events, and
does the strength vary throughout the rifting cycle?
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I aim to answer these questions by completing the following key objectives, as de-
scribed in detail in Section 1.5:

1) Produce InSAR observations and models of shallow sources associated with sur-
face deformation at spreading centres in Afar.

2) Build a coherent map of surface velocities using Sentinel-1 observations, and
develop improvements to APS filtering and GNSS referencing in remote regions.

3) Develop new models of viscoelastic post-rifting relaxation using longer time series
that are now available, accounting for on-going magma movement at volcanic
centres throughout the rifting cycle.

1.5 Thesis Roadmap

The next three chapters of this thesis consist of journal articles with the purpose of
attempting to answer each of the three principle objectives outlined previously. Chapter
2, “The 2017 Eruption of Erta ’Ale Volcano, Ethiopia: Insights in the Shallow Axial
Plumbing System of an Incipient Mid-Ocean Ridge”, explores the deformation sources
and pressure state within the shallow plumbing system below the Erta ’Ale volcano in
the build-up to, and during the 2017-19 flank eruption. These observations and models
provide a novel insight into the shallow and deep magma storage and magma pathways
on the EAVS which has previously been shown to be capable of hosting shallow axial
magma lenses (Pagli et al., 2012). The work in this chapter has been reviewed and
published in the journal Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, 20(12).

Chapter 3, “Rift Focussing and Magmatism During Late-Stage Rifting in Afar,
Ethiopia”, widens the scale of observations to cover the whole of Afar in order to
observe how extension across the whole region is accommodated. Identifying differ-
ences between spreading segments in Afar is also crucial in understanding the varying
rifting styles in Afar, as outlined by the axial ridge at the EAVS and axial graben at
the DMHVS. I also identify ongoing deformation at several volcanic centres including
Dallol and Erta ’Ale (as shown in Chaper 2) on the EAVS, the off-axis Nabro volcano,
and large-scale deformation at the DMHVS. The work in this chapter is in revision
with the journal Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth.

Chapter 4, “Post-Rifting Relaxation at the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo Segment in Afar,
Ethiopia”, focusses on the post-rifting relaxation deformation at the DMHVS identified
in Chaper 3, from the initial 2005 rifting event. By combining the Sentinel-1 time series
with Envisat data from Pagli et al. (2014), I am able to provide new constraints on
the crustal structure at the DMHVS whilst accounting for ongoing magma movement
through the system, providing insight into the rifting cycle at spreading segments. The
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work in this chapter is in a form ready to be submitted to the journal Geophysical
Research Letters.

In Chapter 5, “Discussion & Conclusions”, I relate the results from Chapters 2, 3,
and 4 to each other, and to previous multidisciplinary findings to set the results from
this thesis in a wider context. I also discuss the limitations of the work in this thesis,
and the future challenges that remain to overcome these limitations.
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Chapter 2

The 2017 Eruption of Erta ’Ale
Volcano, Ethiopia: Insights into
the Shallow Axial Plumbing
System of an Incipient
Mid-Ocean Ridge

The work displayed in Chapter 2 (Sections 2.1-2.7) was published by AGU, Copyright
(2019) American Geophysical Union:
Moore, C., Wright, T., Hooper, A. & Biggs, J. (2019). The 2017 eruption of Erta
’Ale volcano, Ethiopia: Insights into the shallow axial plumbing system of an incipient
mid-ocean ridge. Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, 20(12). https://doi.org/

10.1029/2019GC008692

Supplementary Materials for Moore et al. (2019) are provided in Appendix A.

2.1 Abstract

The final stage of continental break-up is often accompanied by abundant mag-
matism. Erta ’Ale volcano lies on the Nubia-Arabia extensional boundary in Afar,
Ethiopia, an incipient mid-ocean ridge. A fissure on the south flank of Erta ’Ale began
erupting on 21 January 2017 and has remained active until at least July 2019. We use
Sentinel-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) acquisitions to create a time series of ground
displacement measurements at Erta ’Ale from October 2014 to June 2019, covering the
eruption and its build-up. In the pre-eruption period we observe gradual extension
centred on the lava lake, consistent with the opening of an axis-aligned dyke. Using
SAR intensity shadows we show that the long-lived Erta ’Ale lava lake was stable in this
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period, indicative of a steady pressure state in the shallow plumbing system. During
the initial eruption, we observe surface displacements consistent with a shallow dyke
intrusion below the eruption site and conduit contraction below the lava lake. The
pressure change associated with the co-intrusive drop in the lava lake level is sufficient
to reproduce the deformation pattern suggesting that the lava lake is well-connected to
the shallow plumbing system. Subsidence and contraction during the long-lived erup-
tion indicates the presence of an off-rift vertically extensive source. We suggest that
this may represent a system of stacked sources throughout the upper crust, with melt
being more distributed. We also propose that high magma flux on the slow-spreading
Erta ’Ale segment may be facilitating the presence of shallow axial magma bodies.

2.2 Introduction

The geometry and dynamics of magma plumbing systems at sub-aerial volcanoes in
extensional settings are still poorly understood (Wright et al., 2012, Pagli et al., 2012,
Sigmundsson, 2016). Extensive studies on mid-ocean ridge (MOR) systems show that
at fast-spreading ridges, a shallow sill structure is commonly found (Wanless and Behn,
2017, Marjanović et al., 2014, Carbotte et al., 2013). For example, at the East Pacific
Rise (EPR) from 8°20’-10°10’N an axial magma lens is typically present at ∼ 1.6 km
depth, with a deeper lens found between ∼ 1.7-2.4 km depth (Marjanović et al., 2018,
Carbotte et al., 2013). Whilst fast-spreading MOR plumbing systems are well imaged,
the movement of magma and dynamics within these plumbing systems are difficult to
study (Sigmundsson, 2016). The slow-spreading Erta ’Ale volcanic segment (EAVS)
in northern Afar, Ethiopia (Figure 2.1a), represents the southern end of the Red Sea
Rift (RSR) and has been previously proposed as a sub-aerial analogue for a MOR (e.g.
Ebinger, 2005). Although the spreading rate is low (5-15 mm/yr) (McClusky et al.,
2010), the EAVS exhibits features typical of a fast-spreading MOR such as a broad axial
ridge (Barberi and Varet, 1970), the presence of a shallow axial magma chambers below
the EAVS (e.g. Pagli et al., 2012), and the formation of a proto-transform fault between
the Erta ’Ale and Tat ’Ale segments (Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018a). Understanding the
dynamics of magma movement at the EAVS can therefore give us insights into magma
plumbing systems at fast-spreading MORs.

Erta ’Ale volcano lies at the southern end of the EAVS and is host to one of the few
long-lived lava lakes in the world. The lava lake overflowed in January 2017, before
a large fissure eruption ∼ 3 km to its SE (Global Volcanism Program, 2017). The
eruption has remained active until at least June 2019. At Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, the
interaction between the summit Halema’uma’u lava lake, and the established Pu’u’O’o
vent in the East Rift Zone (ERZ) on the volcano flank has highlighted a strong inter-
connectivity in its shallow plumbing system (Patrick et al., 2019a,b, Neal et al., 2019,
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Montagna and Gonnermann, 2013), with long-term fluctuations in the lava lake level
giving an indication of the pressure state of the summit reservoir and the balance be-
tween magma in-flux and out-flux (Patrick et al., 2015, 2019b, Anderson et al., 2015).
The 2017 Erta ’Ale flank eruption, and potential connectivity with the lava lake, pro-
vides a similar opportunity to understand the pressure state of the shallow plumbing
system at Erta ’Ale.

2.2.1 Tectonic Setting

The ∼ 120 km long EAVS forms part of the RSR branch of the Afar triple junction,
which initiated ∼ 30 Ma, and accommodates the separation of the Nubian, Somalian
and Arabian plates (Wolfenden et al., 2005) (Figure 2.1a). Extension over the RSR
of ∼ 18 mm/yr is gradually transferred into Afar between ∼ 13-16 °N which produces
an extension of ∼ 12 mm/yr at Erta ’Ale volcano (Pagli et al., 2014, McClusky et al.,
2010, ArRajehi et al., 2010). The EAVS lies within the Danakil Depression which has
the most thinned crustal structure in Afar with a thickness of < 15 km, compared to

Figure 2.1: (a) The Danakil depression in northern Afar with Holocene volcano locations
from the Smithsonian Institute Global Volcanism Program marked as white triangles and key
volcanoes highlighted in yellow. Simplified volcanic segments (VS) (Wolfenden et al., 2005) are
shown in red: EAVS - Erta ’Ale, TAVS - Tat ’Ale, AFVS - Afdera, ALVS - Alayta, DVS -
Dabbahu. Inset map shows the relative movement of the Arabian and Somalian plates to the
Nubian plate, with plate boundaries from Bird (2003). RSR - Red Sea Rift, GAR - Gulf of
Aden Rift, MER - Main Ethiopian Rift. Region shown in (a) is outlined in black. (b) ESA
Sentinel-2 false-colour optical image (bands 12, 11, 4) of Erta ’Ale volcano on 08 February 2017,
with elevation contours, and the summit (SC) and relic (RC) calderas outlined in red. Areas of
high thermal output from the eruption site, lava lake, and fresh lava flows, are shown as bright
red/orange (from short-wave infrared bands).
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20-26 km in central Afar, and 25-40 km on the rift margins (Hammond et al., 2011,
Bastow and Keir, 2011, Tiberi et al., 2005). Seismicity at ∼ 12 km depth on the rift axis
is indicative of melt storage near the base of the crust below the EAVS (Illsley-Kemp
et al., 2018b), and supports the argument that that extensional strain is focussed on
the rift axis and accommodated by magmatic intrusion (Ebinger et al., 2017, Ebinger
and Casey, 2001, Hayward and Ebinger, 1996).

The EAVS is one of the most active magmatic segments in Afar. Amelung et al.
(2000) identified subsidence at Gada ’Ale volcano between 1993 and 1996 attributed to
magma withdrawal and normal faulting, and Nobile et al. (2012) observed a ∼ 60 × 106 m3

dyke intrusion sourced from a reservoir at ∼ 2-3 km depth below Dallol in 2004 (Figure
2.1a). The 2008 eruption of Alu-Dalafilla produced ∼ 25 × 106 m3 of erupted lava
flows sourced from a shallow (< 2 km) deep axial magma chamber (Pagli et al., 2012).
Pagli et al. (2012) suggest that much of the erupted magma was present in the upper
4 km of the crust before the eruption, supporting the comparison between the EAVS
and shallow sill complexes at fast-spreading MORs.

Erta ’Ale is the most persistently active volcano in the EAVS, hosting a long-lived
active lava lake in the south pit of its summit caldera, with observations of lava lake
activity extending for > 90 years (Barnie et al., 2016, Varet, 1971) (Figure 2.1b). The
north pit also hosted an active lava lake (Varet, 1971) which solidified between 1988 and
1992 (Field et al., 2012), but came close to reactivation in 2013 (Barnie et al., 2016).
The south pit lava lake level has fluctuated through time (Barnie et al., 2016, Guern
et al., 1979) with overflows being observed from 1967-1973 (Guern et al., 1979, Varet,
1971, Barberi and Varet, 1970), in 2010 (Field et al., 2012), and in January 2017 (Global
Volcanism Program, 2017). The only previously observed ground deformation at Erta
’Ale volcano in 2004-2005 was not associated with an overflow (Barnie et al., 2016).
Barnie et al. (2016) attribute the deformation to a shallow dyke intrusion aligned with
the ridge axis in 2004-2005 producing 2.3 × 106 m3 of volume change. Field et al. (2012)
use melt inclusions in lavas erupted in 2010 to find that the magma crystallised over
a period of ∼ 10-37 years at depths of < 1.5 km, indicating the presence of a shallow
reservoir below Erta ’Ale. This is in agreement with Gerlach (1980) who suggest that
magma degassing originates in a large reservoir at > 1 km depth.

2.2.2 2017 Erta ’Ale Eruption

Erta ’Ale lava lake overflows from 16-19 January 2017 produced ∼ 1 km long lava
flows within the summit caldera (Global Volcanism Program, 2017). On 21 January
2017, a fissure eruption also opened ∼ 3 km SE of the lava lake within a relic caldera on
the south flank of Erta ’Ale (Figure 2.1b), producing the highest level of SO2 emissions
ever observed at Erta ’Ale from space (Global Volcanism Program, 2017). The lava
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lake level dropped at the time of the eruption by 80-100 m (Volcano Discovery, 2017).
Following the initial eruption a new lava lake was formed at the eruption site, which
remained active for ∼ 1 year (Global Volcanism Program, 2018). From January 2017
until at least June 2019, the south pit lava lake and extensive lava flows originating
from the eruption site have remained active, producing persistent thermal anomalies
(MIROVA, 2019), and weak SO2 emissions (Carn, 2019) detected from satellite based
sensors.

Xu et al. (2017) modelled the surface displacements from the eruption as a shallow
dyke intrusion fed from a vertical conduit storage below the lava lake. Their model
consisted of a 3 km long dyke with uniform opening below the eruption site and a volume
increase of 1.9 × 106 m3; this was combined with a 1 km long dyke below the lava lake
with a contraction of -1.8 × 106 m3. They suggest that the dyke-shaped conduit below
the lava lake may be a long-lived feature of the shallow plumbing system at Erta ’Ale,
with previous studies on Kilauea, Hawaii, also identifying a conduit contraction and a
drop in lava lake levels during an eruption (Patrick et al., 2015, 2019a,b). Xu et al.
(2017) also identify an area of post-intrusive uplift they model as an inflating sill below
the eruption site at 1-2 km depth, indicating that the shallow axial melt observed at
Alu-Dalafilla in 2008 (Pagli et al., 2012) may be representative of typical behaviour on
the EAVS.

Here, we use dense time series of Sentinel-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) obser-
vations from October 2014 to June 2019 to study ground motions associated with the
January 2017 fissure eruption, as well as long-term trends of deformation at Erta ’Ale
in the period building-up to and following the initial eruption. We also assess how
shallow magma storage is accommodated at Erta ’Ale using pressure change calcu-
lated from changes in the height of the Erta ’Ale lava lake, and the volume of material
extruded from the eruption site. We propose a simple mechanical model to describe
the behaviour of the shallow plumbing system at Erta ’Ale volcano, and discuss the
implications for the dynamics of magmatic centres in rift zones.

2.3 InSAR Data

We use all the acquisitions of Sentinel-1A/B satellites from ascending track 14 (T14A)
and descending track 79 (T79D) between October 2014 and June 2019 to measure sur-
face deformation. We create a network of 204 ascending and 300 descending interfer-
ograms using GAMMA (Werner et al., 2000) and LiCSAR software (González et al.,
2016) at 5:1 range to azimuth looks, equating to ∼ 20 × 20 m pixel size. We correct
for topography using the 30 m Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation
model (Farr and Kobrick, 2000). We perform post-processing on the network of in-
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terferograms, to correct for a linear relationship between height and phase due to the
atmosphere in each interferogram using a ∼ 14 × 7 km non-deforming region ∼ 15 km
to the south of Erta ’Ale volcano with similar topography (Elliott et al., 2008). We
calculate the performance of this correction from the mean variance of the whole back-
ground non-deforming region by masking out a ∼ 15 × 12 km deforming area, centred
on the eruption site, for all images. This results in a mean reduction in the phase
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) in individual interferograms of ∼ 9 % (∼ 1 mm). We
find that this linear height-phase atmospheric correction performs better on this small
region around Erta ’Ale than a correction based on the GACOS atmospheric model
(Yu et al., 2017, 2018), in which the mean RMSE is increased by ∼ 90 %. We reference
each interferogram to its background mean value.

To estimate the time varying atmospheric noise in the time-series, we estimate the
contribution of the atmospheric phase screen (APS) to each epoch in the same back-
ground non-deforming region. To do this, we apply a least squares inversion to find the
time-series of deformation in the non-deforming region using a small-baseline method-
ology (e.g. Berardino et al., 2002, Lanari et al., 2004, 2007). We include a minimum of
three interferograms covering each deformation step. We then estimate the remaining
atmospheric phase screen (APS) from the time series within the subset by firstly high-
pass filtering in time by applying and then subtracting a low-pass weighted Laplacian
filter from the time series. We then low-pass filter in space using a ∼ 100 × 100 m
Gaussian kernel to give an estimate of the APS for each epoch. To estimate the level
of noise for each epoch, we calculate the variance of phase by differencing the filtered
(APS removed) and the un-filtered time series, assuming that within this subset region
all phase variations in the filtered time-series are due to noise and not ground deforma-
tion. A small amount of residual noise remains associated with each epoch, resulting
from small unwrapping and filtering errors, and random noise. We account for this by
calculating the sum around a loop of interferograms associated with the epoch, and
find that the mean residual phase is ∼ 5 mm. We apply this noise value to each date
in addition to the atmospheric noise calculated previously.

We perform a small-baseline style least-squares inversion for the line of sight (LOS)
displacement time-series across the whole image for all time steps, incorporating the
calculated variance on each epoch as weights using a variance-covariance matrix. This
approach allows us to propagate the calculated data noise estimates into errors in
displacement for each epoch, accounting for the variability in noise between epochs.
We perform no further filtering on the whole image time-series. Further details are
provided in Appendix A.
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With ascending and descending data, we only have two components of a 3D dis-
placement field (e.g. Wright et al., 2004). We use the ascending and descending data
to invert for rift-perpendicular horizontal and vertical ground movement at Erta ’Ale,
assuming all horizontal displacements are perpendicular to the ridge axis (e.g. Hamling
et al., 2014). We solve for rift-perpendicular horizontal and vertical motions only where
ascending and descending acquisition dates align to within . 1 week in order to limit
the amount of deformation that occurs between acquisitions.

2.4 Analysis

2.4.1 Ground Deformation

Figure 2.2 shows the full time series of surface displacements from October 2014
to June 2019 for ascending LOS, descending LOS, horizontal rift-perpendicular, and
vertical motions. We divide the time series into four stages: the pre-eruption period
from October 2014 to January 2017 (A), the initial intrusion in January 2017 (B), the
early-stage eruption from January 2017 to April 2017 (C), and the late-stage eruption
from April 2017 to June 2019 (D). Due to the lack of ascending acquisitions between
February 2017 and September 2017, we combine periods C and D into a single late-
stage eruption period from January 2017 to June 2019 (E) so that we can resolve
horizontal rift-perpendicular and vertical motions. We extract the time series for 6
representative points around Erta ’Ale volcano (numbered 1-6 in the upper left panel
of Figure 2.2) which are displayed in Figure 2.3. We selected the points in order to
observe displacements as close as possible to the lava lake (1 and 2) and eruption site
(4-6), whilst avoiding incoherence in the time series associated with lava flows and
rapid co-intrusive surface displacements. Below we describe how Erta ’Ale deformed
in each of the key time periods and discuss best-fit simple models that can explain the
observations.

Pre-Eruption (A)

Time-period A in Figures 2.2-2.4 shows surface displacements in the build-up to the
eruption between October 2014 and January 2017. This period is dominated by a
gradual increase in rift-perpendicular extension focussed on the rift axis between the
lava lake and eventual eruption site (Figure 2.2). The total extension over the rift axis
is shown in Figure 2.4, and reaches a maximum of 140 ± 10 mm before the eruption
date in January 2017 at an average rate of 60 ± 10 mm/yr, more than three times
higher than the average plate spreading rate at Erta ’Ale. The extension rate also
increases around April 2016 from a rate of 35 ± 7 mm/yr to 111 ± 30 mm/yr up to the
eruption date. Vertical displacements during this period are small at ± 4-10 mm/yr,
with slight uplift observed on the rift axis between the lava lake and eruption site.
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Figure 2.2: Displacement maps at Erta ’Ale volcano in the build-up to (A), during the initial
stage (B), and during later stages (C, D, E) of the eruption, for ascending LOS, descending
LOS, horizontal rift-perpendicular, and vertical motions (as in Figure 2.3). As ascending data
is missing during periods C and D, we are unable to resolve rift-perpendicular and vertical
motions for these periods. For the ascending and descending LOS maps, positive values show
motion towards the satellite; for the rift-perpendicular maps, positive values show motion to to
∼NE; and for the vertical maps, positive values show uplift. Topographic contours are shown
on every map for reference at 100 m spacing, along with the Erta ’Ale lava lake, and south
flank eruption site (triangles). The six coloured points around Erta ’Ale are the points selected
to show the time series of displacements in Figure 2.3. The points were selected in order to be
as close to the lava lake and eruption site as possible, without losing coherence (white mask on
maps). The pre- and co-intrusive phases (A-E) are shown on the time axis, with the acquisition
dates for ascending and descending Sentinel-1A/B, and the eruption date.

We model the total observed extensional signal (October 2014 to January 2017) with
the opening of a vertical dyke structure aligned with the rift axis and assuming defor-
mation is caused by dislocations in an elastic homogeneous half-space (Okada, 1985).
To find this solution, we sub-sampled the data using a quadtree approach (Jónsson
et al., 2002), with a variance threshold of 9 × 10−4 m2. We optimised the geometry
and opening of the dislocation, and estimated uncertainties using the Geodetic Bayesian
Inversion Software (GBIS) which implements the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method
and Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to create probability density functions (PDFs) of
model source parameters (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018). From the pattern of surface
deformation, we restrict the location of the source to the Erta ’Ale edifice and fix the
dip of the dykes to 90° in order to reduce the number of free parameters. In order to
explore a range of potential source geometries, we provide relaxed prior information
on the source geometry and opening. Best-fit model parameters are selected from the
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mode of the resulting PDFs, while the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles are used to estimate the
error in the optimal model or indicate a range of optimal fits.

The best-fit vertical dyke has dimensions ∼ 5 × 5 km with depth to the top of
the dyke at ∼ 500 m; it is aligned with the rift axis, and has a volume increase of
∼ 3 × 106 m3 (a full list of model parameters and uncertainties is shown in Table
2.1). Ascending and descending data, model, and residual interferograms are shown in
Figure A.2. This model has a similar geometry to both a pre-eruptive dyke between
January 2016 and January 2017 modelled by Xu et al. (2017), and a dyke observed in
2004-2005 by Barnie et al. (2016) at Erta ’Ale which did not lead to an eruption. The
similarity between the modelled dykes in 2004-05 and 2014-17, suggests that this style
of intrusion may be typical at Erta ’Ale, and could be indicative of a long-lived region
of accumulating shallow melt which is elongated along the ridge axis.

Figure 2.3: Time series of ascending LOS (dark blue), descending LOS (light blue), rift-
perpendicular (red), and vertical (green) displacements at 6 points around Erta ’Ale volcano as
shown in Figure 2.2. Points 1 and 2 are about the lava lake, points 3 and 4 are to the north of
the eruption site, and points 5 and 6 are to the south of the eruption site. Points 1, 3, and 5 are
on the SW side of the ridge, and points 2, 4, and 6 are on the NE side of the ridge. The points
were selected in order to be as close to the lava lake and eruption site as possible, without losing
coherence. Time periods shown in Figure 2.2 are shown below the time axis for pre-eruption
(A), during the initial eruption (B), and during later stages of the eruption (C, D, and E).
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Figure 2.4: Time series of horizontal rift-perpendicular displacements between three pairs of
points over the ridge axis at Erta ’Ale. Inset map shows the location of the pairs of points used.
The points used are the same as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, and are selected to be as close
to the lava lake and eruption site as possible, without losing coherence. Green - points 1-2, red
- points 3-4, blue - points 5-6. The eruption date in January 2017 is marked by a black dashed
line. The pre- and co-intrusive phases shown in Figure 2.2 are indicated below the time axis.

Initial Eruption (B)

Ground observations show that the eruption began on 21 January 2017 (Global
Volcanism Program, 2017) on the south flank of Erta ’Ale. The first post-eruption
image was acquired on 28 January 2017. From 11-28 January 2017, we measure up to
400 ± 50 mm of extension over the ridge and 50 ± 10 mm of uplift at the eruption site
(points 1-2 in Figures 2.2-2.4). At the same time, we measured up to 120 ± 20 mm
of contraction and 60 ± 10 mm of subsidence near the lava lake (points 3-6 in Figures
2.2-2.4).

We can model this deformation well using two vertical dyke sources, one opening
below the eruption site, and one closing below the summit caldera. We tried a variety
of simple source mechanisms for the closing about the summit caldera signal including
point and spherical sources, although a contracting planar dyke provided a significantly
better fit than sources with radially symmetric deformation patterns. Below the summit
caldera, we require a larger value of dyke closing at depths & 900 m than at depths
. 900 m (Figure 2.5), as a single value of closing is not able to fully reproduce the
deformation pattern. For the portion of the data which shows contraction about the
summit caldera, a single value of dyke closing is not able to match the magnitude of
far-field displacements (> 2 km from the summit caldera) without producing excessive
near-field displacements (< 1 km from the summit caldera). We preferred to keep the
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model relatively simple, with two sources, rather than solving for a full distributed
contraction model.

Figure 2.5: (a-c) Ascending and (d-f) descending Sentinel-1 data, model and residual for
co-intrusive interferograms 11.01.2017-04.02.2017 and 04.01.2017-28.01.2017 respectively. One
colour cycle (red-blue) represents 27 mm of line of sight (LOS) range change away from the
satellite. Locations of dykes 2 and 3 are shown as black lines, with the lava lake and eruption
site shown as triangles. (g) Rift-parallel cross-sectional view of the modelled dyke structure,
where dyke 1 is pre-eruptive (October 2014 to January 2017), and dykes 2a, 2b, and 3, are
co-intrusive. Dyke geometries were optimised using GBIS (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018), with
the parameters shown in Table 2.1. Also shown is the modelled dyke from Barnie et al. (2016)
from January 2004 to May 2005. Locations of the lava lake, north pit, and the eruption site
are shown as yellow triangles, with the locations of the summit and relic calderas also shown.
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Parameters for the modelled dykes with error estimates are shown in Table 2.1 with
volume changes for the dykes 2 (contraction under the lava lake) and 3 (extension SE
of the lava lake) of -1.9±0.3 × 106 m3 and 1.59±0.04 × 106 m3 respectively. Predicted
displacements from the model are represented in Figure 2.5b and 2.5e for ascending
and descending LOS geometry, and shown in depth cross-section in Figure 2.5g. Areas
of incoherence near the eruption site in Figure 2.5a-f are due to either fresh lava flows
or the high deformation gradient associated with the intrusion.

Our findings for the geometry of the shallow dykes agree well with that found by
Xu et al. (2017), who also suggest there were two sub-vertical dykes, opening below
the eruption site and a contracting dyke below the Erta ’Ale lava lake. Our model
reduces the RMSE of ascending and descending data by 45% in the area shown in
Figure 2.5a-f, compared to a reduction of 32% for the model of Xu et al. (2017). Some
residuals remain close to the eruption site, which are likely due to simplifications we
have made in the model; such as the uniform opening of rectangular planar dykes,
and the use of an elastic homogeneous half-space. Because of these simplifications, the
model cannot fully reproduce the complex co-intrusive deformation pattern produced
in the near-field. Additional residuals, particularly away from the eruption site, may
be mostly due to uncorrected atmospheric errors.

We interpret the dyke below the lava lake as a contracting tabular conduit, reaching
down to 900-950 m depth. Below this, there is an increase in dyke contraction below
the lava lake, coincident with the depth of the bottom of the intruding dyke 3. Here,
we cannot resolve in more detail the structure of this region of higher contraction, but
considering the presence of melt storage at ∼ 1 km depth elsewhere on the EAVS (Pagli
et al., 2012), and the inference of shallow melt storage below Erta ’Ale (Field et al.,
2012), it may represent the top of a region of shallow storage at Erta ’Ale volcano at
∼ 1 km depth.

Late-Stage Eruption (C, D, E)

After the initial intrusion in January 2017, the eruption site on the south flank of
Erta ’Ale remained active and produced extensive lava flows which are still active at the
time of writing (August 2019), ∼ 2.5 years later. In the descending time series, regular
12-day acquisitions from February-September 2017 allow us to separately explore LOS
motions between January and April 2017 (C) and April 2017 and June 2019 (D). During
period C, a gradual range decrease (apparent uplift) signal of 45 ± 15 mm can be seen
in the descending time series in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, at points 4 and 6 on the east side of
the rift axis. Xu et al. (2017) model this apparent uplift signal as a shallow sill inflation
at ∼ 1-2 km depth, similar to sills observed elsewhere on the EAVS during eruptions
(e.g. Pagli et al., 2012). From April 2017, this gradual uplift is followed by a period of
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Depth Length Height Opening Volume
(m) (m) (m) (m) (×106 m3)

2.5% 463 3420 3940 0.108 1.46
Dyke 1 Optimal 528 5250 4940 0.130 3.37

97.5% 861 7400 4990 0.205 7.57
2.5% - 898 891 -0.134 -0.104

Dyke 2a Optimal 0.01* 902 922 -0.133 -0.111
97.5% - 915 955 -0.130 0.117
2.5% 891 898 2080 -0.931 -1.57

Dyke 2b Optimal 922 902 2250 -0.886 -1.80
97.5% 955 915 2470 -0.841 -2.10
2.5% - 3270 626 0.759 1.55

Dyke 3 Optimal 0.01* 3280 635 0.763 1.59
97.5% - 3280 640 0.771 1.62

Table 2.1: Table of dyke model parameters (all to 3 s.f.) for pre-eruptive (1) and co-intrusive
dykes (2a, 2b, 3, see Figure 2.5). The 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the probability distribution
functions for each parameter are shown alongside the optimal model. Parameters marked with
* are fixed. We fix the dip of all dykes to 90°. Depth is to the top of the dykes.

slow range increase (gradual apparent subsidence) of roughly equal magnitude to the
uplift between January and April 2017, resulting in small total displacements for time
period E (C+D).

After the initial response to the eruption between January and April 2017 (C), the
long-term response up to July 2019 (D) shows gradual rift-perpendicular contraction
and subsidence at rates of 50 ± 20 mm/yr and 25 ± 15 mm/yr respectively (Figures
2.3 and 2.4). The horizontal contraction is focussed near the rift axis between the lava
lake and eruption site, while the vertical subsidence is asymmetric over the rift axis,
and focussed on the SE side of the edifice. We find that no simple source is able to
fully reproduce the ascending and descending data from September 2017 to July 2019
(D). A vertically orientated prolate spheroidal source (Yang et al., 1988) produces the
closest match, but the combination of a broad vertical signal and a sharp transition
in the horizontal signal over the rift axis suggests there might be a vertically extended
source. Using a Yang source, we find that it must be in an off-rift position, ∼ 3 km to
the SW of the eruption site, with a depth extent of ∼ 1-14 km, and a volume change
of ∼ 20-70 × 106 m3 (Figure A.3).

2.4.2 Lava Lake Level & Pressure Changes

Lava Lake Depth from SAR

Changes in lava lake levels are potentially a direct measure of changes in pressure
in a shallow magma chamber and have been used extensively to assist the understand-
ing of shallow plumbing system dynamics at Kilauea (Patrick et al., 2015, Poland and
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Carbone, 2018), Villarrica (Moussallam et al., 2016), Erebus (Jones et al., 2015, Op-
penheimer et al., 2009), Nyiragongo (Burgi et al., 2014), and Erta ’Ale (Field et al.,
2012, Barnie et al., 2016). Here, we use full resolution Sentinel-1 SAR intensity im-
ages (∼ 5 × 20 m pixel spacing) to estimate the depth of both the south (active lava
lake) and north pits at Erta ’Ale from the observed shadow lengths (see Figure 6). We
define regions in shadow by a simple threshold in the reflection intensity, and count
the length of shadows in range by the number of pixels that fall below the threshold.
We show an example in Figure A.4. The method works well when the shadow is well
defined, but for some acquisitions the shadow limits are more uncertain. For example,
the north pit shadow in Figure A.4a is not well defined on the far range side. For this
calculated shadow length of 7 pixels (∼ 18 m pit depth), we give confidence bounds
that the shadow is 6-14 pixels long (∼ 15-42 m pit depth). In contrast, the south pit
shadow in Figure A.4b has sharp edges, and we can give narrow confidence bounds in
the shadow length of ± 1 pixel (± 3 m pit depth). Pit depths of 0 m refer to when the
pits are full (level with the pit rim) or overflowing.

Figures 2.7 and A.6 show the time series of pit depths for the south and north
pits respectively at Erta ’Ale, from October 2014 to June 2019, from both ascending
and descending Sentinel-1 intensity shadows. As shown in Figure A.5, we validate
these measurements using field reports (Volcano Discovery, 2017), where the lava lake
depth in the south pit is routinely reported, and lava lake depth estimates from tourist
photos taken of the lava lake from the web (see Table A.1 for citations). We estimate
uncertainties in field reports and tourist photos from either accompanying reports or,
in the case of some tourist photos, estimations of depth using local features for scale.
In general, these supplementary data agree well with depths calculated from Sentinel-1
intensity shadows for the south pit. We cannot apply the same check to the north pit
(Figure A.6) as it is not routinely visited by tourists or field guides.

Figure 2.6: Sketch showing how we use SAR shadow lengths (w) and look angle (θ) to calculate
pit depth (h). A lava lake depth of 0 m is when the lake level reaches the pit rim.
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Figure 2.7: Left axis (red): Time series from October 2014 to June 2019 of Erta ’Ale lava
lake depths calculated from Sentinel-1 ascending (orange circles) and descending (red triangles)
SAR shadows. Right axis (blue): Descending Sentinel-1 line of sight (LOS) surface displacement
time series at points 4 (dark blue triangles) and 6 (light blue circles), see Figures 2.2 and 2.3).
Points 4 and 6 were selected as they lie closest to the maximum of the area of post-intrusion
inflation in time period C (Figure 2.2). The eruption date in January 2017 is marked by the
black dashed line. A lava lake depth of 0 m represents when the lake is level with the pit rim
(Figure 2.6). Time periods A-E, as shown in Figure 2.2, are indicated below the time axis.

In the pre-eruption period (A), both the north and south pit levels were stable
at shallow depths of < 20 m and . 40 m for the south and north pits respectively
(Figures 2.7 and A.6), with lava lake overflows reported in January 2016, November
2016, and January 2017 (Volcano Discovery, 2017). As we only use Sentinel-1 for this
study, we cannot measure surface displacements or lava lake levels earlier than October
2014. Barnie et al. (2016) monitor the Erta ’Ale lava lake levels from 2000-2015 using
optical satellite imagery. From 2011-2015, following a period of lava lake overflows in
2010 (Field et al., 2012), the lava lake was at 20 ± 10 m depth (Barnie et al., 2016),
suggesting that the high lava lake levels we observe in period A extend back to the last
significant lava lake overflow in 2010. Over the eruption date (black dashed line), the
lava lake level in both pits dropped rapidly to 80-100 m and 100-140 m in the south and
north pits respectively. This is coincident with reports of a small plume arising from
the south pit of Erta ’Ale at this time due to partial pit rim collapse (Global Volcanism
Program, 2017), and the opening of the new eruption site and lava flow emplacement
on the south flank of Erta ’Ale.
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From January 2017 to June 2019, the north pit level has remained roughly stable
at depths of 80-130 m. Between January and April 2017 (time period C), the south
pit lava lake rose from 90 ± 10 m to 60 ± 10 m depth, at the same time as the sill
inflation at 1-2 km depth, modelled from surface uplift in time period C by Xu et al.
(2017). Between April 2017 and June 2019 (time period D), the lava lake level dropped
gradually from 50-70 m back to the levels just after the eruption date of 80-100 m.
As shown in Figure 2.7, this variation in lava lake level is temporally correlated with
the descending LOS surface displacement time series with an apparent inflation and
deflation of 45 ± 15 mm. This correlation supports the hypothesis that the south pit
lava lake may be a good indicator of the pressure state in the shallow plumbing system
at Erta ’Ale, similar to the Halema’uma’u lava lake at Kilauea, Hawaii (Patrick et al.,
2015, 2019b). The north pit may not be as responsive to pressure changes due to the
surface being solidified since ∼ 1990 (Field et al., 2012).

Lava Lake Pressure & Deformation

We use simple analysis of changes in pressure to investigate the state of the Erta ’Ale
shallow plumbing system during the eruption period, following the approach previously
used for the lava lake at Kilauea (e.g. Poland and Carbone, 2018). If the magma
is homogeneous and incompressible, the change in pressure required to sustain pit
levels in hydrostatic equilibrium (∆P ) from the observed changes in pit heights (∆h)
is ∆P = ρg∆h, where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2). For magma
density, ρ, we use a value of 2550-3100 kg/m3 (Anderson and Poland, 2016), using
Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, as a close analogue of the Erta ’Ale system. We use a large
range in density as the gas content in the magma at Erta ’Ale is unknown. We find
that for a co-intrusive drop in lava lake levels of 90 ± 10 m, the associated pressure loss
is 2.5 ± 0.5 MPa, and for the post-intrusive rise and fall of the lava lake of 30 ± 20 m,
the magnitude of pressure change is 0.8 ± 0.6 MPa.

Using the pressure changes calculated from lava lake level rise and fall, we use a
boundary element model to establish whether the changes in pressure observed at
the lava lake can reproduce the surface deformation observed at Erta ’Ale. We use
the same co-intrusive dyke geometry modelled previously (Figure 2.5), divided into
∼ 150 × 150 m patches, within a homogeneous elastic half-space. Using the co-intrusive
pressure change, we solve for the magnitude of patch opening, then convert into sur-
face displacements using Okada’s formulation (Okada, 1985). The magnitude of patch
opening required to produce surface displacements is also dependant on the elastic
shear modulus of the medium.

We find that for a pressure change of 2.5 ± 0.5 MPa, we can match the magnitude
of the co-intrusive deformation signal shown in Figure 2.5, if the shear modulus is
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6 ± 2 GPa. Within error, this value is consistent with the range of 7.5-13 GPa calculated
by Hammond et al. (2011) for the upper 3 km of the Afar crust. It has also been
previously established that the shear modulus close to the summit of basaltic shield
volcanoes can be significantly lower than estimates from seismic studies (Hooper et al.,
2002). At Kilauea, Hawaii, Hooper et al. (2002) estimated the shear modulus in the
upper 2.7 km to be 4.5 GPa, whilst Montagna and Gonnermann (2013) use a shear
modulus of 3 GPa, for modelling flow through a horizontal dyke between the Kilauea
summit and Pu’u’O’o. As our model is consistent with these previous findings, we
suggest that a shear modulus of 4-8 GPa is applicable to Erta ’Ale, and the lava lake
level is sensitive to the pressure changes in the shallow plumbing system associated
with the January 2017 intrusion.

2.4.3 Lava Flow Extent & Effusion Rate

We monitor the growth of extensive erupted lava flows by tracking changes in de-
scending Sentinel-1 coherence. We use only the descending track due to the gap in
ascending data between February and September 2017. The coherence of a pixel is an
estimate from the similarity of phase scatterers from a group of neighbouring pixels in
an interferogram (e.g. Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Areas where the ground does not
change between passes, such as the arid environment around Erta ’Ale, produce very
high coherence; changing surfaces, such as vegetation, water, or active lava flows, result
in low coherence (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998, Rosen et al., 1996). We use this contrast
between the background level of high coherence and the low coherence of fresh lava
flows to identify regions of active lava flow at Erta ’Ale, following the approached used
to monitor lava flow growth in other location such as Hawaii (Dietterich et al., 2012).
We identify pixels with low coherence using a threshold value of 0.35. We calculate the
area covered by lava flows by summing the area extent of incoherent pixels identified
for each post-intrusive interferogram. Areas of speckly noise in the NE and SW corners
of Figure 2.8a, are likely due to small areas of vegetation. To account for this noise,
we use all 29 pre-eruption 24 day interferograms (there are no 12 day pre-eruption
interferograms available) of the same region shown in Figure 2.8a to establish a mean
value for the amount of noise the small areas of vegetation produce. We then use this
noise value to give error bounds on the lava flow area calculated in this region.

From January 2017 to June 2017, flows extended < 7 km to the NE of the eruption
site, before developing new flows to the SW (< 6 km long). Between July and October
2017 a thin, rapidly extending flow occurred to the NE (< 14 km long). From October
2017 to at least June 2019, lava flows have remained active (MIROVA, 2019) and pooled
in a basin region 14-16 km to the NE of the eruption site where the topographic gradient
is shallow. Figure 2.8b shows a roughly linear flow area growth rate from the eruption
up to November 2017, where the total flow area begins to level off at ∼ 22 km2. As
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Figure 2.8: (a) Lava flow coverage from the eruption site and lava lakes (white triangles) at
Erta ’Ale from the eruption date (21 January 2017) to June 2019. We define fresh lava flows as
all incoherent pixels (coherence < 0.35) as typically the background coherence at Erta ’Ale is
very good. Background image shows the coherence of a pre-eruption 24-day interferogram on
a 0-1 grey-scale. Areas of additional incoherence in the NE and SW of the image are likely due
to small patches of vegetation. 50 m contours show the topography around Erta ’Ale volcano.
(b) Cumulative lava flow area from the eruption date (black dashed line) to March 2018. We
calculate error bounds based on the mean pre-eruption incoherence of the area (incoherence
not associated with lava flows).

there are no intensity shadows originating from the lava flows, the thickness of the
flow is . 15 m. Using the anecdotal evidence from a local field guide during a short
field campaign in September 2017, we estimate the thickness of lava flows around this
time to be in the range 0.5-2.5 m. This is in agreement with tourist photographs of
the fresh lava flows which show thicknesses of 0.5-1 m at the SW extent of the flows
(Global Volcanism Program, 2018). Applying this to a total area of lava flow coverage
of 26 ± 1 km2, we estimate the total volume of erupted material up to June 2019 is in
the range 12.5-67.5 × 106 m3. This is in agreement with our estimate of 20-70 × 106 m3

from the deflation of an off-rift vertically extensive source during the long-lived eruption
(September 2017 - July 2019).

We measure the effusion rate over the period of approximately linear growth in
lava flow area shown in Figure 2.8b up to October 2017. Between November 2017
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and October 2018, the flow area does not significantly increase. Persistent thermal
anomalies from satellite-based MODIS data show that the NW extent of the flow has
remained active up to at least June 2019 (MIROVA, 2019), indicating that the flow in
this area may be thickening. Field reports are unable to validate this as the area is
highly inaccessible. However, for the period of linear flow area growth, we can measure
the effusion rate from the eruption date (21 January 2017) to 07 October 2017 (271
days). We find that for a total erupted area of 21 ± 2 km2, the erupted volume is
10-58 × 106 m3, with a mean effusion rate of 0.4-2.5 m3/s. This rate is in agreement
with the 2010 lava lake overflows where Field et al. (2012) estimate that the gas flux
could be accounted for by a near-complete degassing of magma in the conduit, moving
at rates of 1.1-2.6 m3/s.

2.5 Discussion

Several key features of the Erta ’Ale shallow plumbing system show similarities to
other volcanoes such as Kilauea and Mauna Loa, Hawaii, and Ambrym, Vanuatu, with
the removal of melt from a summit caldera coincident with the horizontal propagation
of a dyke into an established rift zone (e.g. Montagna and Gonnermann, 2013, Amelung
et al., 2007, Poland et al., 2014, Shreve et al., 2019). At Kilauea, a synthesis of measure-
ments, including InSAR, GNSS, tilt, and gravity, reveal a shallow magma reservoir at
∼ 1.5 km depth below the Halema’uma’u lava lake (Anderson et al., 2015, Poland et al.,
2014, Bagnardi et al., 2014). At Erta ’Ale, pressure changes in the lava lake during the
post-intrusion period are linked to the shallow sill inflation and subsequent deflation
at 1-2 km depth (Xu et al., 2017). Our co-intrusive model also requires an increase
in dyke contraction at ∼ 1 km depth, indicating a change in sub-surface conditions.
The presence of a shallow sill overlying a dyke structure at Erta ’Ale is in agreement
with analysis by Xu et al. (2017) of the stress state below Erta ’Ale from topographic
loading. Axis-aligned dyke structures are preferred to sills within ∼ 5 km either side
of the ridge axis and up to ∼ 10 km depth, except directly below the summit caldera
where the relative topographic unloading allows the formation of sill structures within
∼ 0.5 km either side of the ridge axis and up to ∼ 1-1.5 km depth (Xu et al., 2017).
Combined with petrological evidence of a potential reservoir at < 1.5 km depth (Field
et al., 2012), we propose that a shallow reservoir on the ridge axis is present at Erta
’Ale at ∼ 1 km depth, which likely sustains the long-lived lava lake.

A common feature of shallow plumbing systems in rift zones is the connectivity a
shallow reservoir to a deeper magma chamber. At Kilauea, a reservoir at 3-5 km depth
is connected to both the shallow reservoir at Halema’uma’u and the ERZ (Poland et al.,
2014). On the EAVS, a magma reservoir at 4 km depth at Alu-Dalafilla was observed
during the 2008 eruption and shallow sill inflation (Pagli et al., 2012). From subsidence
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and contraction during the long-lived eruption (2017-2019), we infer a vertically exten-
sive source from depths of ∼ 1-14 km, which is more likely representative of a system of
smaller stacked sources, than a single body. The large pre-eruptive axial dyke inflation,
which is similar to a previous intrusion at Erta ’Ale (Barnie et al., 2016), may also
indicate that shallow melt at Erta ’Ale is not stored in a relatively contained magma
reservoir, but is distributed through a zone of partial melt in the upper ∼ 5 km of
the crust. A heavily intruded shallow crust may be typical on the EAVS, as most of
the erupted material from the 2008 Alu-Dalafilla eruption was sourced from within the
upper 4 km of the crust (Pagli et al., 2012). Illsley-Kemp et al. (2018b) also identify
a lower crustal reservoir below Alu-Dalafilla from seismicity at ∼ 10-15 km depth, and
suggest that a similar feature below Erta ’Ale may be present, but was not detected in
their study due to a potentially high melt percentage in the crust. This is in agreement
with the presence of a system of stacked mid-crustal sources from our analysis of sur-
face deformation from 2017-2019, and with receiver function studies which identified a
significant amount of magmatic intrusion in the Afar lower crust (e.g. Hammond et al.,
2011).

During the pre-eruption period, gradual dyke opening along the rift axis corresponds
to a total volume increase of 1.5-7.6 × 106 m3, at a rate of 0.02-0.11 m3/s. As the
lava lake level does not significantly vary throughout this period, the pressure state
in the shallow reservoir is stable. In order to maintain a steady pressure state at
the top of the pre-eruptive dyke, magma flux from depth must be compensating for
the extension on the rift axis at a rate at least equal to the opening of the dyke.
We can therefore give a lower bound estimate on magma flux during this period of
0.02-0.11 m3/s. The lack of any significant ground deformation across the total post-
intrusive period indicates that the majority of erupted material is either being sourced
from depth, or is highly compressible (Rivalta and Segall, 2008). The eruption rate
of 0.4-2.5 m3/s may therefore be a good indicator of magma flux through the shallow
plumbing system during period E, up to two orders of magnitude larger than our
estimate of magma flux during period A. The large volume of erupted material, in
comparison to the volume of observed shallow intrusions at Erta ’Ale, is supported by
Hutchison et al. (2018) who use petrology to establish that 2/3 of material at Erta ’Ale
is erupted, and 1/3 intruded into the shallow crust. This in agreement with seismic
evidence which suggests that during the final stage of break-up on the EAVS, there is
a shift from intrusive to extrusive magmatism (Keir et al., 2013).

The presence of a potential shallow reservoir overlying a region of axial melt storage
at Erta ’Ale and Alu-Dalafilla on the EAVS (Pagli et al., 2012), shows similarities to
the stacked sill structure observed at spreading ridges with high melt flux, such as the
fast spreading EPR (e.g. Wanless and Behn, 2017, Marjanović et al., 2014, Carbotte
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et al., 2013). An important distinction at Erta ’Ale is the largely dyke-fed plumbing
system, defined by the local topographic and regional tectonic stress fields (Xu et al.,
2017, Wadge et al., 2016), rather than a system of stacked sills observed at MORs,
although dykes at MORs may simply be difficult to image with reflection seismology
(e.g. Marjanović et al., 2018). Yet the existence of a reservoir at ∼ 1 km depth at
Erta ’Ale and Alu-Dalafilla indicates that shallow magma bodies may be supported on
the EAVS. High melt flux on the EAVS may be contributing to this, given the heavily
intruded crust beneath the Danakil Depression (Hammond et al., 2011, Bastow and
Keir, 2011, Tiberi et al., 2005). At the Galapagos spreading centre, high melt flux
produces a stacked sill structure similar to the EPR, whilst spreading at intermediate
rates of 53-58 mm/yr (Boddupalli and Canales, 2019). We suggest that despite the
slow-spreading rates on the EAVS, high melt flux is allowing the presence of shallow
axial magma bodies typical of fast-spreading ridges.

2.6 Conclusions

Erta ’Ale volcano and the EAVS represent the final stage of continental break-up
and the development of systems analogous to MORs. We use a time series of Sentinel-1
InSAR observations at Erta ’Ale from October 2014 to June 2019 to study the behaviour
of the shallow plumbing system in the build-up to, and during the long-lived January
2017 eruption. The eruption on the south flank of Erta ’Ale, ∼ 3 km to the SE of the
long-lived lava lake, began on 21 January 2017, and produced lava flows that were still
active at time of writing (August 2019) (MIROVA, 2019).

In the build-up to the eruption, from October 2014 - January 2017, we observe
gradual extension across the ridge axis at a rate of 60 ± 10 mm/yr, over three times
higher than the long-term plate spreading rate at Erta ’Ale. This is consistent with
the opening of a ∼ 5 × 5 km dyke at ∼ 500 m depth below the Erta ’Ale summit
caldera and eruption site. The lava lake level remains steady at < 20 m below the pit
rim during the pre-eruption period. In order to sustain both the lava lake level, and
continuous extension, we propose that the magma flux during this time period was at
least equal to the rate of dyke opening of 0.02-0.11 m3/s.

The co-intrusive deformation pattern is consistent with a shallow dyke intrusion
extending from the summit caldera to the eruption site on the south flank of Erta ’Ale,
and conduit contraction below the summit caldera. Coincident with the initial eruption,
we observe a 90 ± 10 m drop in lava lake level, which was overflowing immediately before
the eruption. We find that the pressure loss of 2.5 ± 0.5 MPa associated with the drop
in lava lake level is able to reproduce the observed deformation pattern, indicating
that the lava lake is well connected to the shallow plumbing system at Erta ’Ale. The
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lava lake level is also sensitive to the post-intrusion inflation and gradual deflation of a
shallow sill at ∼ 1.3 km depth (Xu et al., 2017). From petrological evidence by Field
et al. (2012), we suggest that the Erta ’Ale lava lake may be sustained by a shallow
reservoir at ∼ 1 km depth.

We do not detect a deeper concentrated magma body below the shallow plumbing
system, as is observed elsewhere on the EAVS (Pagli et al., 2012), on Hawaii (e.g. Poland
et al., 2014), and at fast-spreading MORs (e.g. Marjanović et al., 2018). Instead, we
detect an off-rift deflating vertically extensive source from ∼ 1-14 km depth, which
likely represents a more complex system of smaller stacked sources. We suggest that
melt storage at Erta ’Ale may also be distributed throughout the upper crust, with
episodes of melt in-flux forming axial dyke structures as observed between 2014-2017,
and 2004-2005 (Barnie et al., 2016).

We monitor the area of extruded lava flows using InSAR coherence measurements,
and establish an eruption rate of 0.4-2.5 m3/s from a period of linear flow area growth
between January and November 2017. Over the total post-eruption period, we observe
no significant ground deformation, indicating that the rate of eruption is roughly equal
to rate of magma flux through the shallow plumbing system at Erta ’Ale. Our estimate
of erupted volume up to June 2019 of 12.5-67.5 × 106 m3 is consistent with our modelled
co-eruptive sources of deformation, in agreement with a relative increase in extruded
material as the EAVS develops through continental breakup (Keir et al., 2013).

Magma plumbing systems at Erta ’Ale and Alu-Dalafilla on the slow-spreading EAVS
show features typical of those found at fast-spreading MORs, such as shallow axial
magma bodies overlying a system of deeper stacked sills, distributed melt, or a dyke-
fed structure (Pagli et al., 2012, Wanless and Behn, 2017). We propose that high
magma flux on the EAVS may facilitate the development of these shallow bodies on a
slow-spreading ridge.
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Chapter 3

Rift Focussing and Magmatism
During Late-Stage Rifting in
Afar, Ethiopia

The work displayed in Chapter 3 (Sections 3.1-3.6) is in peer-review with the Journal of
Geophysical Research, AGU, Copyright (2020) American Geophysical Union, following
an invitation to resubmit:
Moore, C., Wright, T. & Hooper, A. (2020). Rift Focussing and Magmatism During
Late-Stage Rifting in Afar, Ethiopia. Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth.
https://doi.org/10.1002/essoar.10503895.1

Supplementary Materials for Moore et al. (2020) are provided in Appendix B.

3.1 Abstract

Processes that facilitate the transition between continental rifting and sea-floor spread-
ing remain unclear. Variations in the spatial distribution of extension through Afar and
into the Red Sea are indicative of temporal evolution of the rift. We develop a time series
of Sentinel-1 interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) observations of ground
deformation covering the whole Afar Rift from 2014-2019, to study the distribution
of extension across all magmatic segments. By incorporating GNSS observations, we
resolve 3D average velocities in the vertical, rift-perpendicular, and rift-parallel direc-
tions. Results show the spatial distribution of long-term plate motions over the rift, as
well as deformation at individual volcanic centres, including Dallol, Nabro, and Erta
’Ale. We find that in northern and central Afar, the majority of extension is accom-
modated within ± 15-30 km of magmatic spreading centres. In southern Afar, near
the Nubia-Arabia-Somalia triple-junction, amagmatic extension is distributed over 80-
160 km, which may indicate an increase in rift focussing with rift maturity. We also
observe rapid surface uplift and rift-perpendicular extension at the Dabbahu-Manda-
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Hararo segment with velocities of 33 ± 4 mm/yr and 37 ± 4 mm/yr respectively.
These are higher than the background extension rate of 18-20 mm/yr, but have de-
creased by 55-70 % since 2006-10. The data suggests that this is due to an on-going
long-lived response to the 2005-10 rifting episode, with potential continued processes
below the segment including a lower-crustal viscous response and magma movement.
Continued long-term observations of surface deformation provide key constraints on
tectono-magmatic processes in Afar.

3.2 Introduction

Magma plays a significant role in accommodating the final stages of continental break-
up and the transition into early sea-floor spreading, and the Afar region of Ethiopia is
uniquely placed to allow the observation of these processes sub-aerially (e.g. Ebinger,
2005, Kendall et al., 2005, Wright et al., 2012). Extensional strain in Afar is accommo-
dated by elongate rifting segments (Ebinger and Casey, 2001), maintained by rifting
episodes that include effusive eruptions and dyking, and amagmatic tectonic extension,
where strain may be broadly distributed (Wright et al., 2006, Doubre and Peltzer, 2007,
Ebinger et al., 2010). Magmatic intrusions at these spreading segments produce time-
dependent surface deformation, observable using time series of interferometric synthetic
aperture radar (InSAR). These long time series can help separate surface deformation
related to magma movement and viscoelastic relaxation, and have been used to con-
strain, and highlight the importance of viscous rheology in late-stage rifting (Nooner
and Chadwick, 2009, Pagli et al., 2014, Hamlyn et al., 2018).

3.2.1 Regional Setting

Upwelling of a mantle plume initiated rifting in Afar around 30 Ma with abundant
flood-basalt volcanism, which has evolved into the ridge-ridge-ridge triple junction ob-
served in Afar today (Wolfenden et al., 2004, Furman et al., 2006, Hammond et al.,
2013). Relative to the Nubian Plate, the Arabian Plate is moving at a rate of 18-
20 mm/yr to the NE (McClusky et al., 2010, ArRajehi et al., 2010, Doubre et al., 2017,
Viltres et al., 2020), accommodated by the opening of the Red Sea Rift (RSR); while
the Somalian Plate is moving to the SE at ∼ 6 mm/yr (Saria et al., 2014, Birhanu et al.,
2016), accommodated by the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) which is the northern-most
segment of the larger East African Rift.

The crust beneath Afar is significantly thinned in comparison to the surround-
ing Ethiopian highlands and MER. Crustal thicknesses range from 20-45 km in the
Ethiopian plateau, 18-30 km in central Afar, and 15-20 km in northern Afar (Tiberi
et al., 2005, Bastow and Keir, 2011, Hammond et al., 2011, Lavayssière et al., 2018).
Low seismic velocities indicate partial melt within the crust (Gallacher et al., 2016),
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particularly below volcanic segments in Afar (Stork et al., 2013, Hammond, 2014, Ham-
mond and Kendall, 2016). Seismicity in the upper and lower crust along the Erta ’Ale
volcanic segment (EAVS) also indicates the presence of melt below the Erta ’Ale and
Alu-Dalafilla volcanic centres (Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018).

Active volcansim in Afar is largely concentrated within discrete rifting segments.
The EAVS is the immediate on-land expression of the RSR. Erta ’Ale volcano on the
EAVS is host to a lava lake with recent overflows in 2010 (Field et al., 2012, Barnie
et al., 2016b) and 2017, where a flank eruption indicated the presence of a shallow
magma body at ∼ 1 km depth (Moore et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2017). At Gada ’Ale,
magma withdrawal and normal faulting caused subsidence from 1993-1996 (Amelung
et al., 2000), and a dyke intrusion fed from a magma chamber 2-3 km below Dallol was

Figure 3.1: The Afar Rift with white triangles indicating Holocene volcanoes and key vol-
canoes highlighted in yellow. Simplified volcanic segments (VS) are shown in red: AFVS -
Afdera, ALVS - Alayta, AGVS - Asal-Ghoubbet, DMHVS - Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo, EAVS
- Erta ’Ale, MI - Manda-Inakir, NMER - Northern Main Ethiopian Rift, TAVS - Tat ’Ale.
Faults in central Afar and simplified rift margin faults are displayed as black lines. A subset of
GNSS velocity vectors with 95% confidence error ellipses (blue arrows) from King et al. (2019)
show the long-term plate motions. GNSS sites from King et al. (2019) (blue circles) are sup-
plemented by additional fabricated GNSS sites with zero velocity on the stable Nubian plate
(blue squares). Grey box outlines show the Sentinel-1 coverage from three ascending (T014A,
T087A, T116A) and two descending (T006D, T079D) tracks. Inset map shows the relative
movement of the Arabian and Somalian plates to the Nubian plate, with plate boundaries from
Bird (2003). RSR - Red Sea Rift, GAR - Gulf of Aden Rift, MER - Main Ethiopian Rift.
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detected in 2004 (Nobile et al., 2012). The 2008 eruption at Alu-Dalafilla was sourced
from a ∼ 1 km deep axis-aligned reservoir and a magma chamber at ∼ 4 km depth
(Pagli et al., 2012).

The largest recent volcano-tectonic rifting episode in Afar occurred from 2005-10 on
the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo volcanic segment (DMHVS) (Barnie et al., 2016a). The
initial dyke in September 2005 ruptured the whole 60 km long segment, and intruded
2.4-2.6 km3 of magma over ∼ 2 weeks (Wright et al., 2006). Seismicity indicates that
this dyke initiated beneath the Dabbahu and Gabho volcanoes at the northern end of
the DMHVS, before focussing on the segment centre (Ayele et al., 2009). 13 subsequent
dykes were emplaced between 2006-2010, drawing comparisons to the 1975-1984 Krafla
rifting episode where extension in both settings is accommodated by magmatic intru-
sions (Hamling et al., 2010, Ferguson et al., 2010, Wright et al., 2012, Barnie et al.,
2016a). Throughout the rifting episode there was an ongoing post-rifting response to
the initial 2005 intrusion, which was modelled using magmatic sources in the upper
crust, and the inflation of a deeper source at the segment centre, as viscoelastic relax-
ation alone was insufficient to reproduce geodetic observations (Grandin et al., 2010,
Hamling et al., 2014).

The Manda-Inakir (MIVS) and Asal-Ghoubbet (AGVS) volcanic segments in south-
ern Afar have also shown recent activity with the 1928-1929 eruption of Kammourta
volcano in the MIVS (Audin et al., 1990), and the 1978 eruption at Ardoukoba volcano
in the AGVS (Allard et al., 1979, Tarantola et al., 1979). Cattin et al. (2005) identi-
fied a post-rifting response in the AGVS to the 1978 eruption, with rift-perpendicular
velocities decaying back to the long-term spreading rate 6-8 years after the eruption.

The Nabro Volcanic Range (NVR) is an off-axis volcanic-centre that sits within the
Danakil Block, a rigid micro-plate which is moving away from Nubia with extension in
Afar (Eagles et al., 2002). The NVR has hosted explosive eruptions at Dubbi volcano
in 1861 (Wiart and Oppenheimer, 2000), and Nabro volcano in 2011 (Hamlyn et al.,
2014, Goitom et al., 2015). Persistent subsidence was detected at Nabro for > 1 year
following the 2011 eruption which was attributed to viscoelastic relaxation around a
magma chamber at 6.4 ± 0.3 km depth (Hamlyn et al., 2018).

3.2.2 InSAR Velocity Methods & Applications in Afar

Methods for extracting a one-dimensional line-of-sight (LOS) displacement time se-
ries from a sequence or network of interferograms are well established. These small-
baseline algorithms utilise multiple interferogram connections between acquisition dates
to produce a more robust estimate of the incremental LOS ground displacement than a
simple stacking of interferograms (Berardino et al., 2002, Lanari et al., 2007, Biggs et al.,
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2007). This methodology may be automated by software packages such as Π-RATE
(Wang et al., 2012; and references therein), StaMPS (Hooper et al., 2012), GIAnT
(Agram et al., 2013), and LiCSBAS (Morishita et al., 2020) in order to obtain linear
displacement rates and uncertainties at each pixel, while reducing the effect of common
sources of error such as atmospheric and orbital delays. These methods may be sup-
plemented by additional filtering to remove the atmospheric phase screen (APS) from
the time series, by firstly high-pass filtering in time, then low-pass filtering in space
to calculate the APS, which is then removed from the time series (e.g. Sousa et al.,
2011). The conventional method for APS calculation relies on the assumption that the
atmospheric delay is not temporally correlated. With recent SAR missions providing
shorter satellite re-visit times, this assumption may no longer be appropriate. Previous
studies have proposed improvements to the APS correction, including applying a global
weather model (e.g. Jung et al., 2013), and accounting for the temporal variance of a
pixel (e.g. Liu et al., 2011, Refice et al., 2011).

The only previous InSAR derived velocity map covering the whole Afar region was
developed by Pagli et al. (2014), who used Π-RATE to produce a displacement time
series between 2005-10. After removing large deformation steps associated with the
DMH dyke intrusion events, Pagli et al. (2014) smoothed the time series by remov-
ing the APS, employing consistent Gaussian temporal and Butterworth spatial filters.
Pagli et al. (2014) extracted 3D (east, north, vertical) velocities from ascending and
descending LOS and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) observations on a
10-20 km resolution mesh following the method of Wang and Wright (2012). Surface
velocities between 2005-10 from Pagli et al. (2014) showed a long-term plate spreading
rate of 15-20 mm/yr in Eastern Afar (relative to a stable Nubian plate), and large
extension rates of ∼ 100 mm/yr at Dabbahu associated with the background response
during the 2005-10 DMH rifting episode. Other InSAR velocity maps within Afar have
focussed on individual rift segments, such as the DMHVS (Hamling et al., 2014) from
2006-10, the AGVS from 1997-2005 (Doubre and Peltzer, 2007) and 2003-10 (Doubre
et al., 2017), and around the Tendaho Graben from 2004-10 (Temtime et al., 2018).

In this study, we make use of the high temporal and spatial resolution data from the
Sentinel-1 satellite to extract surface velocities from 2014-19 across the whole of the Afar
region. We develop and apply a small-baseline methodology with spatial and temporal
variance weighted filtering to improve the removal of the APS, reference the data to
a stable Nubia GNSS reference frame, and calculate 3D (vertical, rift-perpendicular
horizontal, and rift-parallel horizontal) velocities.
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3.3 Data Processing and Time Series Methods

3.3.1 Sentinel-1 Data

We use Sentinel-1A/B acquisitions from ascending tracks 14 (014A), 87 (087A), and
116 (116A), and descending tracks 6 (006D) and 79 (079D) between October 2014 and
August 2019. For processing efficiency, we divide each track into 12 (∼ 250×250 km)
frames (Table S1). We produce a network of geocoded unwrapped interferograms for
each frame from single-look complex (SLC) images of each date using the LiCSAR soft-
ware (González et al., 2016, Lazeckỳ et al., 2020), which automates the mass production
of interferograms using GAMMA (Werner et al., 2000). To reduce noise and data size,
we multi-look the SLCs at 20:4 range to azimuth looks, equating to ∼ 100×100 m pixel
size. We apply a topographic correction using an SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission) 3-arc-second (∼ 90 m resolution) DEM (Digital Elevation Model) (Farr and
Kobrick, 2000), filter the interferograms using using a power spectrum filter (Goldstein
et al., 1998), and unwrap using SNAPHU (Chen and Zebker, 2002). We manually
quality check the interferogram network for each frame to remove interferograms with
decorrelation, co-registration, or obvious unwrapping errors. We ensure that each epoch
is connected to the network by a minimum of three interferograms by creating new in-
terferograms as needed. Each interferogram is referenced to the mean value, excluding
areas of deformation around volcanic centres.

To mitigate for atmospheric phase delay for each interferogram we compare the ef-
fectiveness of corrections from a linear trend of phase with elevation over the whole
frame (e.g. Elliott et al., 2008), and the GACOS atmospheric model (e.g. Yu et al.,
2017, 2018). For a linear phase-elevation trend correction, the mean root-mean-square
(RMS) misfit for all 12 frames is reduced by 2.9 mm in comparison to the mean RMS
misfit for all frames with no atmospheric correction. The GACOS correction gives a
reduction in mean RMS misfit of 4.2 mm, but increases the RMS misfit in 29 % of
interferograms. To reduce this we follow an approach similar to Shen et al. (2019),
scaling the GACOS correction for each interferogram in order to minimise the resulting
RMS misfit. This improves the atmospheric correction further, producing a reduction
in mean RMS misfit of 5.7 mm (see Figure B.1). In order to account for any residual
topographic atmospheric signal in each frame, we remove a linear trend of phase with
elevation from each epoch, after time series filtering.

3.3.2 Time Series

We apply an SBAS style methodology to invert for the displacement time series at
each pixel in the frame, using all interferograms where the pixel is coherent. We assess
the spatial and temporal variance of the time series by firstly, filtering using a Laplacian
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filter with a temporal width of three epochs and scale factor of 3, then calculating the
RMS misfit from this trend at each pixel for every epoch. We calculate the spatial
distribution of RMS misfit from the time series misfits at each point, and the temporal
distribution of RMS misfit from the misfits of all pixels at each epoch (see Figure B.2).
To resolve the RMS misfit value of each pixel at every epoch, we scale the spatial RMS
misfit map to the temporal RMS misfit value at each epoch (see Appendix B). We use
these error estimates to provide weights during time series filtering, and in the inversion
of filtered displacement time series for average velocities.

In order to reduce the remaining APS in the displacement time series, we filter the
time series using a high-pass temporal and a low-pass spatial filter to produce the APS,
which we then remove from the time series. To calculate a low-pass temporal filter, we
apply a weighted linear trend with a fixed temporal width of 1 year centred on each
point. To calculate the weighting for the local trend, we use the RMS misfit as a proxy
for standard error, and convert the RMS misfit values into weights using the Bi-Square
function where no weight is given to RMS values that exceed 6 standard deviations
of the local misfits (e.g. Cleveland and Devlin, 1988). We also scale these weights by
their temporal distance from the target epoch of the local time series (see Appendix
B). Having calculated the low-pass temporal filter, we remove it from the time series
to create a high-pass temporal filter. We then apply a Gaussian spatial filter with a
half-width of ∼ 2 km in order to resolve the APS for each epoch.

After we remove the APS, we remove a planar ramp in space and a linear trend with
height to correct for any remnant long-wavelength and elevation-correlated atmospheric
delay. We later restore any long-wavelength deformation removed here, using GNSS
observations, which we assume correctly capture deformation on length scales of the
∼ 250×250 km Sentinel-1 frames. For each frame, we compute the average velocity at
each pixel by inverting for a single linear trend through time, allowing for a constant
offset. We produce a variance-covariance matrix (VCM) for each pixel, treating the
temporal variation of the scaled RMS misfit as independent errors. By including a
VCM in the inversion, we can quantify the uncertainty of the resulting velocities.

De Zan et al. (2015) demonstrate how a potential systematic phase-bias in interfer-
ograms with decreasing temporal baseline can influence the resulting time series. We
test the magnitude of this bias by selecting consecutive 12, 24, and 36-day interfero-
grams from frame 079D_07694_131313 covering ∼ 1 year (see Figure B.3). We use a
‘daisy-chain’ stack approach to resolve the cumulative displacements from the 12, 24,
and 36 day unwrapped interferograms between December 2017 and February 2019. Any
differences between these stacks indicates the presence of phase-bias and/or unwrap-
ping errors. We find residual differences between the 12 and 24-day, and 12 and 36-day
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stacks of up to 50 mm, and residuals of up to 10 mm between the 24 and 36-day stacks.
While this indicates that the 12-day interferograms are susceptible to a phase-bias, we
find that removing the 12-day interferograms from the network effects our displacement
time series by < 5 mm per epoch, and our average velocities by < 1 mm/yr. While we
are not able to account for any bias in the 36-day interferograms, Ansari et al. (2020)
indicate that the velocity bias is small in comparison to 12-day interferograms.

3.3.3 3D Velocities

We tie frames together within their respective tracks by sub-sampling the InSAR
data points to a 5×5 km spacing in the overlap between frames, and 10×10 km spacing
elsewhere, then solving for and removing a planar ramp for each frame that minimises
residuals in the along-track frame overlap regions. Removing these ramps does not bias
the results as long-wavelength signals are later corrected using GNSS data. In the frame
overlap region, we use the mean value of LOS velocity for each point. We find that using
linear ramps to combine frames within tracks produces the fewest boundary artefacts
when compared to using a single offset value calculated from the median value in the
frame overlap region, or solving for a 2D quadratic function for each frame. Boundary
artefacts within tracks can occur due to differences between frames in time series length,
the variation in acquisition dates used, relative weighting during time-series filtering,
and orbital ramp removal. Although in principle it would be possible to only process
and use interferograms that cover the whole along-track extent of the study region, this
would require excluding several epochs where data were not acquired over the whole
area, resulting in truncated time series.

To reference the LOS velocity in each track to a stable Nubian plate, we use a
network of 105 GNSS stations in the Afar region to characterise long-wavelength plate
motions. These data are a subset of the GeoPRISMS community velocity field for East
Africa in a Nubia-fixed International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF2014), and
include continuous and campaign observations acquired between 1994 and 2018 with
time spans of & 2.4 years (King et al., 2019). For details of the data sources included,
see King et al. (2019). We assume that these velocities are steady-state and do not vary
significantly through time. We remove 32 stations in central Afar where the velocities
are not steady-state, but are dominated by the ground motions associated with the
2005-10 DMH rifting episode. As the resulting network is sparse (Figure B.4), with the
majority of stations concentrated in Eastern Afar and few points on the Nubian and
Somalian plates; we add 17 additional fabricated GNSS stations on the stable Nubian
plate, with an assumed zero velocity (with uncertainties of ± 1 mm/yr and ± 2 mm/yr
in the horizontal and vertical components), to help constrain the velocity field where
data are sparse. We project East and North GNSS horizontal velocities into the rift-
perpendicular (e.g. Hamling et al., 2014), and rift-parallel directions, oriented at 61°N
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Figure 3.2: LOS average velocities over the Afar region between November 2014 and August
2019 from Sentinel-1 tracks T087A, T014A, T116A, T079D, and T006D. LOS velocities are
referenced to a stable Nubia reference frame using long-term plate motions from the regional
GNSS network (King et al., 2019). Arrows indicate the track look directions. Volcanic segments
and key faults are shown as black dashed outlines and black solid lines respectively.

and -29°N respectively.

From this network, we interpolate a smooth GNSS velocity field in the rift-perpendicular
and rift-parallel directions over the whole Afar region at 100×100 m grid spacing (Fig-
ure B.4) using the natural neighbour algorithm (e.g. Boissonnat and Cazals, 2002).
As the additional pseudo-observations define where this interpolated field reaches zero
velocity, we selected these points such that they are on the Nubian plate, away from
the rift border faults. We are not concerned with the precise locations, as where the
interpolated velocity field reaches zero does not significantly influence the data within
the Afar Rift. We estimate the error in the interpolated velocities by systematically
removing each GNSS station from the network, interpolating new velocity fields in
the rift-perpendicular and rift-parallel directions from the reduced network, then cal-
culating the residual between the interpolated fields and the GNSS observation. We
take the standard deviation of these residuals as the error in the rift-perpendicular and
rift-parallel GNSS velocity field.
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We sub-sample the InSAR LOS track velocities as previously, then extract points
where there are ascending, descending, and interpolated GNSS data. We also mask
points around the active rift segments so that volcanic ground deformation does not
interfere with the referencing to the long-term plate motions. Using these points, we
solve for the 3D velocity (rift-perpendicular, rift-parallel, vertical) at each point and a
residual 2D (East, North) quadratic function for each track. We remove the respective
quadratic from each InSAR track to resolve LOS velocity in a stable Nubia reference
frame. The resulting LOS velocities and standard deviations are shown in Figures 3.2
and B.5 respectively.

In order to resolve a full 3D velocity field (vertical, rift-perpendicular horizontal,
rift-parallel horizontal) at 100×100 m resolution, we use the smooth rift-parallel GNSS
field to provide a constraint on the rift-parallel velocity at each point, as the rift-parallel
velocities are small in comparison to the rift-perpendicular and vertical velocities. We
include this constraint with the ascending and descending LOS InSAR observations to
calculate 3D velocities at each point using a least-squares inversion (Wright et al., 2004,
Hussain et al., 2016, Weiss et al., 2020). The decomposition of InSAR LOS velocities
(L) into rift-perpendicular (H1), rift-parallel (H2), and vertical (Z) velocities is shown
in Equation 3.1 for the incidence angle (θ), satellite heading (α), rift angle from North
(φ). We weight the inversion and resolve uncertainties by including a diagonal VCM
using the previously calculated variance at each point.

Results (Figure 3.3), discussed in Section 3.3, show both the long-term plate motion
and surface deformation associated with magmatism. As we use the interpolated GNSS
velocity field as an additional constraint in the rift-parallel direction, the resulting rift-
parallel error estimates are lower than the rift-perpendicular errors, which we calculate
using only the InSAR observations to retain high spatial resolution (see Figure 3.3).

L =
[
− sin(θ) cos(α+ φ) + sin(θ) sin(α+ φ) − cos(θ)

] 
H1
H2
Z

 (3.1)

3.4 Key Findings & Discussion

3.4.1 Plate Motions & Uncertainties

Our 2014-2019 horizontal velocity maps (Figure 3.3) show the rift-perpendicular
extension over the Afar rift at rates of up to 25 ± 5 mm/yr, with negligible motions
in the rift-parallel direction. We also observe the rotation of the Danakil micro-plate
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relative to the stable Nubian plate (Kidane, 2016, Viltres et al., 2020), where rift-
perpendicular extension in the RSR is gradually transferred into Afar between 13-16°N.

Areas of noise up to ± 10 mm/yr over the Ethiopian highlands region on the Nubain
plate, are highlighted in the standard deviation maps shown in Figure 3.3. The regions
of high error in T087A, and the northern-most portion of T014A (see Figure B.5), are
a result of the shorter time series length in these regions producing more uncertainty in
the long-term velocity estimates. Elsewhere, errors of up to ± 5 mm/yr are likely due
to uncorrected atmospheric delays, and artefacts over track boundaries, where we are
unable to account for small LOS velocity variations between overlapping tracks. These
discontinuities may arise from variations in atmospheric filtering between overlapping

Figure 3.3: Vertical, rift-perpendicular, and rift-parallel average velocities and standard de-
viation over the Afar region between November 2014 and August 2019. All velocities are
referenced to a stable Nubian plate. Vertical velocities are positive upwards, rift-perpendicular
velocities are positive to the NE (61°N), and rift-parallel velocities are positive to the NW (-
29°N). Standard deviation colour-scale is limited to 5 mm/yr to highlight variation in regions of
low variance. Maximum standard deviations are (2 s.f.): 7.2 mm/yr (vertical), 9.5 mm/yr (rift-
perpendicular), and 1.7 mm/yr (rift-parallel). Real (circles) and fabricated (squares) GNSS
stations used in the inversion are shown with GNSS velocities on the same colour-scale as the
InSAR velocities. Volcanic segments and key faults are shown as black dashed outlines and
black solid lines respectively.
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frames, and in GNSS referencing between overlapping tracks. The relatively uniform
errors in the rift-parallel direction are due to the GNSS velocity field being used to
constrain the velocities in this component, where the velocities are small in comparison
to the vertical and rift-perpendicular components.

Using the overlap region between each of the tracks, we test the internal consistency
of our LOS InSAR data using cross-validation by excluding each track in turn from the
3D inversion, projecting the resulting velocity field into the LOS of the excluded track,
and calculating the residuals. The RMSE of the residuals in each track overlap region
(Figure B.6) range from 2.7-4.2 mm/yr. These are consistent with the combination of
the uncertainties in our LOS velocities (1.5-6.6 mm/yr) and the propagated uncertain-
ties of the predicted LOS velocities from our 3D velocity field with one track excluded
(2.8-2.9 mm/yr), and support our estimate of uncertainties shown in Figure 3.3.

We also test the isolated contribution of the LOS InSAR velocities to the rift-
perpendicular and rift-parallel horizontal velocity maps by subtracting the interpolated
GNSS velocities from the final 3D velocity map. We only test the horizontal directions
of the velocity field here as we do not use GNSS data to constrain the vertical direction.
As shown in Figure B.7, velocities in the rift-perpendicular direction use contributions
from both InSAR and GNSS, while the rift-parallel velocities are constrained only by
the GNSS component as described previously. In the rift-perpendicular direction, the
InSAR component is dominated by local tectono-magmatic signals and residual atmo-
spheric and processing artefact signals, indicating that our referencing of LOS InSAR
velocities to far-field plate motions is consistent.

3.4.2 Rift Extension & Focussing

Profiles taken across the rift highlight the focussing of extension in Afar. Profiles
covering the Alid graben, at northern-most tip of the Afar rift (Figures 3.4B and
3.5B), show that a broad uplift and extensional signal of up to ∼ 20 mm/yr is centred
within ± 10-15 km of the rift axis. This may be indicative of deep magmatic intrusion
in an area with the smallest background extension rates throughout Afar, but it is
comparable to extension rates at the active volcanic islands at the southern end of
the oceanic RSR (Eyles et al., 2018). Uncertainty estimates in this region are also
significantly higher than elsewhere in Afar and as such we do not investigate this signal
any further. Profiles traversing the EAVS in the Danakil Depression (Figures 3.4C and
3.5C) highlight that the majority of extension here is focussed into a region within ± 15-
20 km of the rift axis. Outside of this region, the rate of extension does not significantly
vary, with velocities in agreement with long-term GNSS observations (Figure 3.4C). We
also observe subsidence on the EAVS between the Erta ’Ale and Alu Dalafilla volcanoes
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(Figure 3.4C), which could be linked to magma withdrawal associated with the 2017-19
eruption at Erta ’Ale (Moore et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2017, 2020).

Profiles between the EAVS and the DMHVS (Figure 3.5C) show that extension in
this region is shared between the ALVS and the TAVS, and focussed to within ± 10-

Figure 3.4: (A) The location of profiles (B-E) and subsets (F-I), with rift segments shown
by white dashed outlines, and faults by solid white lines. The location of real (white circles)
and fabricated (white squares) GNSS sites used in (B-E) are shown in (A). Where GNSS sites
are beyond the extents of the profiles, they are displayed at the profile limits on (B-E). (B-E)
Vertical (blue, positive up) and rift-perpendicular (red, positive towards 61°N) velocities over
four 10 km wide cross-rift profiles marked on insert map, covering (B) the northern tip of the
Afar triangle, (C) the Erta ’Ale volcanic segment, (D) the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo volcanic
segment (DMHVS), and (E) the Asal-Ghoubbet volcanic segment (AGVS). Black lines show
surface elevation along the profiles, with vertical dashed lines indicating the location of the
major rift axis on the profile. (F-I) Vertical and rift-perpendicular velocity maps at (F) Dallol
volcano, (G) Nabro volcano, (H) the AGVS, and (I) the DMHVS. Velocities in each subset are
referenced to the local background mean value, with contours indicating elevation, and circles
indicating GNSS velocities. The location of modelled deformation sources for a 0.9-1.3 km deep
sill (Okada, 1985) at Dallol (F, Figure B.8) and a 5.5-6.8 km deep point source (Mogi, 1958)
at Nabro (G, Figure B.9) are shown as black outlines.
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Figure 3.5: Map of 21 10 km wide rift-perpendicular velocity (relative to stable Nubia, positive
towards 61°N) profiles over the Afar rift (A), with rift segments shown by white dashed outlines,
and faults by solid white lines. The velocity profiles cover northern Afar (B), the Erta ’Ale and
Tat ’Ale segments (C), the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo segment (D), and southern Afar (E). The
region on each profile where the majority of extension is accommodated, is indicated by the
solid portion of the profile lines in (A) and (B-E), with the rest of the profile marked as dotted
lines. This region of extension is approximated for each subset by the dark grey shaded portions
of (B-E). The standard deviation of rift-perpendicular velocities varies from ± 2-7 mm/yr (see
Figure 3.3). Profile distances are measured arbitrarily, relative to where the profile coincides
with a magmatic segment, with positive towards the NE. Zero profile distance is marked by
black circles on (A), and dashed black lines on (B-E).

20 km of the rift segments. Profiles covering the DMHVS (Figures 3.4D and 3.5D)
also show that the long-term extension is concentrated near the rift-axis, with only
small variations in rift-perpendicular velocity away from ± 20-30 km of the segment
centre. The spatial distribution of rift-perpendicular extension at the DMHVS is in
agreement with the 2006-10 InSAR dervied velocities from Pagli et al. (2014), although
the magnitude of extension close to the segment is reduced by 55-70 % between 2006-10
and 2014-19. Elevated velocities close to the segment centre are associated with the
2005-10 DMHVS rifting episode, and are discussed in Section 3.3.
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Profiles over southern central Afar and the AGVS (Figures 3.4E and 3.5E) show
a more distributed pattern of extension with an initial increase in rift-perpendicular
velocities 70-140 km to the SW of the rift axis near the Tendaho Graben, before ve-
locities stabilise at ∼ 20 mm/yr on the Danakil micro-plate within 10-20 km to the
NE of the rift axis. The distribution of strain shows good agreement with GNSS ob-
servations in Figure 3.4E, with the differences likely occurring due to the distances
between the profiles and GNSS sites (see Figure 3.4A), particularly for the AGVS,
where our rift-perpendicular velocities vary strongly along the rift. In southern Afar,
extension between 2014-19 may be largely accommodated by tectonic rather than mag-
matic mechanisms, with strain being distributed across a sequence of horst and graben
structures (e.g. Tapponnier et al., 1990, Manighetti et al., 2001). Previous studies have
also shown that strain in southern central Afar is distributed across a broad region of
the rift, with InSAR derived velocities from 2003-10 (Doubre et al., 2017) and 2006-10
(Pagli et al., 2014) indicating that along-profile extension is distributed over ∼ 50-
100 km and ∼ 70-120 km respectively. The detailed GNSS observations of Doubre
et al. (2017) demonstrate how this extension is accommodated within the central Afar
fault structures, where extension is accommodated by tectonic processes (Manighetti
et al., 1998, 2001). Pagli et al. (2019) suggest that the elevated strain and seismicity in
this region demonstrates linkage between the DMHVS and AGVS. Doubre and Peltzer
(2007) and Doubre et al. (2017) also show small steps in extension close to the AGVS
with an increase of ∼ 2-6 mm/yr over the rift segment, in agreement to the step shown
in Figure 3.4E of ∼ 1-7 mm/yr.

Our results indicate that at the more mature segments with active magmatism in
central and northern Afar, extension is largely focussed to within ± 15-30 km of the
rift axis; while at less mature segments without active magmatism in southern Afar,
extension may be distributed of a over 80-160 km. The broad distribution of strain in
southern Afar is comparable with previous GNSS and InSAR based studies including
Kogan et al. (2012), Pagli et al. (2014), Doubre et al. (2017). Kogan et al. (2012) show
that extension along a profile in southern Afar occurs over ∼ 175 km, but also suggest
that extension becomes more distributed with rift development. In contrast, our results
suggest an increase in focussing with rift maturity during late-stage continental break-
up, in keeping with strain localisation assisting the transition into oceanic spreading
centres (e.g. Manighetti et al., 1998). Our findings are also in keeping with other
studies of rift development in Afar (e.g. Bastow et al., 2018, Keir et al., 2013), who also
suggest an increase in localisation in northern Afar, with significant plate thinning and
extrusive magmatism.
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3.4.3 Magmatic Deformation

Figure 3.4 highlights the surface deformation at Dallol (3.4F) and Nabro (3.4G) vol-
canoes, and at the DMHVS (3.4I), where localised deformation, likely associated with
magma migration, is visible. As magmatic deformation may not be steady in time,
we look at time series for points located in the middle of these centres. Time series
of vertical displacements at the Dallol, Nabro, Dabbahu, and Manda-Hararo volcanic
centres show that the deformation is linear through time, indicating that the veloci-
ties displayed in Figure 3.4F-I are approximately representative of long-term ground
motions. For Erta ’Ale volcano, we select a point ∼ 2 km to the north of the summit
caldera in order to avoid the step surface deformation associated with a dyke intrusion
in January 2017 (Moore et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2017, 2020). Following this intrusion
the Erta ’Ale edifice shows linear subsidence at a rate of 15 ± 4 mm/yr (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.4H over the AGVS indicates the lack of significant magma related deforma-
tion at this segment from 2014-19, with the change in rift-perpendicular extension over
the segment being discussed in Section 3.4.2. Smittarello et al. (2016) observe vertical
deformation associated with post-rifting relaxation from the 1978 rifting event on the
AGVS up to 1999-2003, with a return to long-term spreading rates up to 2014 sup-
ported by Doubre et al. (2017). Our results suggest a continuation of the inter-dyking

Figure 3.6: 2014-19 time series of vertical displacements (uplift positive) with 1 standard
deviation estimates, at five deforming volcanic centres in Afar. The points used for the time
series are representative of the whole edifice deformation and are positioned at the centre of
the volcanic edifice; with the exception of Erta ’Ale where the point selected is ∼ 2 km North
of the summit lava lake in order to avoid surface deformation associated with the Jan 2017
dyke intrusion event (Moore et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2017, 2020). Coordinates of points used
for each volcanic centre: Dallol - 40.3°E/14.243°N, Nabro - 41.685°E/13.38°N, Erta ’Ale -
40.65°E/13.62°N, Dabbahu - 40.48°E/12.58°N, Manda-Hararo - 40.88°E/12.13°N.
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period at the AGVS, with negligible vertical deformation.

At Dallol volcano, at the northern end on the EAVS, we observe a high rate of
subsidence of up to 45 ± 4 mm/yr, with negligible horizontal movement. The subsi-
dence signal is focussed on the central cone at Dallol. We model this signal using the
Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo Geodetic Bayesian Inversion Software (GBIS) (Bagnardi
and Hooper, 2018). For the T014A and T079D LOS deformation between 2014-19, we
test source geometries including a point pressure source (Mogi, 1958), a planar dislo-
cation (Okada, 1985), and a penny-shaped crack (Fialko et al., 2001). We find that a
∼ 1×2 km horizontal sill at 0.9-1.3 km depth with ∼ 0.27 m of contraction gives the
lowest residual RMS misfit (Figure B.8). This is in agreement with Nobile et al. (2012)
who inferred the presence of a deflating magma body at 1.5-3.3 km depth beneath
Dallol between 2004-06, and (López-García et al., 2020) who attribute the presence of
the shallow magma body to the abundant hydrothermal activity at Dallol.

At Nabro volcano, we observe edifice uplift and extension at rates of up to 12 ± 3 mm/yr,
combined with the subsidence of lava flows from the 2011 eruption (Hamlyn et al., 2014),
and a highly localised subsidence and contraction signal of up to 14 ± 3 mm/yr at the
centre of the Nabro caldera. This uplift of the Nabro edifice shows a change from InSAR
observed subsidence of 150-200 mm/yr from 2011-12, after the 2011 eruption (Hamlyn
et al., 2018). As our vertical displacement time series (Figure 3.6) indicates that the
uplift at Nabro is linear between 2014-19, we suggest that this post-eruption edifice
subsidence must have stopped between 2012-14. We model T006D, T014A, and T079D
LOS observations at Nabro volcano between 2014-19 using a point pressure source
(Mogi, 1958), and penny-shaped crack (Fialko et al., 2001) using GBIS (Bagnardi and
Hooper, 2018). Figure B.9 shows the optimal Mogi source at 5.5-6.8 km depth with
a volume increase of 7-11×106 m3. The location of this source is in agreement with
the magma chamber at 6.4 ± 0.3 km depth inferred by (Hamlyn et al., 2018) between
2011-12, indicating re-charge of the melt storage below Nabro volcano.

After the initial 2005 intrusion at the DMHVS, background uplift and rift-perpendicular
extension continued throughout the 2005-10 rifting episode at rates of up to 80-240 mm/yr
and 110-180 mm/yr respectively, from 2006-10 at the segment centre (Pagli et al., 2014,
Hamling et al., 2014). We show that this uplift and extension is ongoing between 2014-
19 at average rates of 33 ± 4 mm/yr and 37 ± 4 mm/yr respectively (Figure 3.4c,h).
Our vertical velocities also show that an area of ∼ 20 mm/yr subsidence from 2006-
10 at the southern end of the DMHVS (40.9°E/12.1°N) uplifts at an average rate of
18 ± 4 mm/yr from 2014-19. This decaying post-rifting response to the initial 2005 in-
trusion may be indicative of continued magma movement beneath the DMHVS and/or
a time-dependant viscous response due to a more ductile rheology generated from re-
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peated intrusions at the rift segment. Expanding on the study of Hamling et al. (2014),
further work is required to model the long-term response to the 2005-10 rifting episode
at the DMHVS, incorporating a viscous response and continued magma movement by
combining the InSAR time series of Pagli et al. (2014), with the data presented here.

3.5 Conclusions

We develop Sentinel-1 displacement time series at 100×100 m resolution between
2014-19 over three ascending and two descending tracks, covering the whole Afar rift.
We implement a RMS misfit weighted APS correction to clean the time series, and
produce average velocity maps for each frame. Using GNSS observations of long-term
plate motions (King et al., 2019), we reference the InSAR velocities to the stable Nubian
plate, and convert LOS into 3D velocities (vertical, rift-perpendicular, rift-parallel).

We are able to resolve deformation at individual volcanic centres, with subsidence
of 45 ± 4 mm/yr at Dallol volcano, consistent with the deflation of a shallow sill at
0.9-1.3 km depth. We also show that edifice uplift at Nabro volcano of 12 ± 3 mm/yr
is sourced from a magma chamber at 5.5-6.8 km depth, consistent with the source of
post-eruption subsidence observed between 2011-12 (Hamlyn et al., 2018).

Pagli et al. (2014) and Hamling et al. (2014) identify vertical and rift-perpendicular
horizontal surface velocities between 2006-10 of 80-240 mm/yr and 110-180 mm/yr,
respectively associated with a background post-rift response to the initial 2005 dyking
episode at the DMHVS. We show that this response is ongoing between 2014-19, but
at lower rates of 33 ± 4 mm/yr and 37 ± 4 mm/yr respectively. We suggest that
this ∼ 15 year response to the 2005 dyke intrusion is indicative of continued magma
movement and/or time-dependant viscous processes within the crust below the rift
segment.

We resolve the long-term motion of the Danakil micro-plate with rift-perpendicular
velocities of up to 25 ± 5 mm/yr, with negligible motions in the rift-parallel direction.
From cross-rift profiles, we find that extension is largely focussed to within ± 15-30 km
of the rift-axis on the active magmatic segments in northern Afar, while strain in central
and southern Afar is distributed across 80-160 km of the rift. This trend of increased
focussing of extension with magmatic rift maturity is consistent with strain localisation
assisting the transition into oceanic spreading centres.
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Chapter 4

Post-Rift Relaxation at the
Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo Segment
in Afar, Ethiopia

The work displayed in Chapter 4 (Sections 4.1-4.6) is a manuscript to be submitted to
the journal Geophysical Research Letters:
Moore, C., Wright, T. & Hooper, A. (in prep.). Post-Rift Relaxation at the Dabbahu-
Manda-Hararo Segment in Afar, Ethiopia.
Supplementary Materials for this manuscript are provided in Appendix C.

4.1 Abstract

Major magmatic rifting events such as at the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo segment in
Afar from 2005-10, and at Krafla from 1975-84, provide crucial insights into the sub-
surface processes at subaerial spreading segments. These events are characterised by a
post-rifting period with elevated surface deformation in the decades following the rifting
episode, where the processes involved include viscous relaxation in the lower crust and
continued magma movement within the segment. As these events are rare, previous
models have not been able to observe the full spatial distribution of deformation over
the long-time scales at which these processes likely operate. By combining Envisat and
Sentinel-1 InSAR time series of surface displacements at the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo
segment over a period of ∼ 14 years, we find that average inflation at the segment
centre has decayed from 80-240 mm/yr in 2006-10 to 29-37 mm/yr in 2014-19, while at
the southern end of the segment, surface deflation of 45-65 mm/yr in 2006-10 switches
to an inflation of 17-25 mm/yr in 2014-19. Using a two-layer homogeneous elastic-
viscoelastic model, we develop a joint inversion for the viscous relaxation following 14
successive dyke intrusions from 2005-10, and the viscoelastic response from continued
magma movement below four volcanic centres along the segment. We find the opti-
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mal models for the period 2006-19 consist of an elastic lid thickness of 17-22 km, and
a viscosity of 0.6-1.8 × 1018 Pa s within the viscoelastic half-space. The preferred
model viscosity may also decrease from 1018-1019 Pa s from 2006-10 to ∼ 1018 Pa s
from 2014-19, indicating that time-dependant processes act throughout the post-rifting
period. Our best-fit models require a magmatic inflation source below the segment
centre of 0.5 ± 0.1×108 m3 from 2006-19, and a source below the southern end of
the segment with a cumulative volume change of -2.8 ± 0.8×108 m3 from 2006-10 and
0.0 ± 0.4×108 m3 from 2014-19. We find that both viscous relaxation and continued
magma movement contribute significantly to transient deformation observed following
rifting episodes.

4.2 Introduction

Magmatic intrusions play a significant role in accommodating extension during late
stage rifting (Ebinger, 2005, Kendall et al., 2005, Wright et al., 2012). Far-field plate
motions generate the accumulation of extensional deviatoric stresses at spreading seg-
ments in an inter-rifting period, which may be released in major dyke intrusions during
a co-rifting period. Following a rifting event, a post-rift relaxation signal has been
observed to dominate surface deformation in Afar, Ethiopia, at Asal-Ghobbet (1978)
(Cattin et al., 2005, Doubre and Peltzer, 2007, Vigny et al., 2007, Smittarello et al.,
2016) and Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo (2005-10) (Nooner et al., 2009, Grandin et al.,
2010a, Hamling et al., 2014), and in Iceland at Krafla (1975-84) (Foulger et al., 1992,
Sigmundsson et al., 1997, Sturkell et al., 2008), over periods of up to ∼ 30 years until
ground motions return to long-term plate spreading rates (Pedersen et al., 2009, Doubre
et al., 2017, Moore et al., in review). These deformation signals are detectable using
time series of observations from interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) and
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). As these major rifting events are rare
and the processes involved are slow, the contributions of viscoelastic relaxation and
continued magma movement to surface deformation in the post-rifting period are not
fully understood (Grandin et al., 2010a, Wright et al., 2012, Hamling et al., 2014). The
2005-2019 Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo episode in Afar is the first such event with a long
time series of spatially dense observations.

4.2.1 Afar Tectonic Setting

The Afar region of Ethiopia is situated at the divergent triple junction of the Red Sea
Rift (RSR), the Gulf of Aden Rift (GAR), and the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER). Long-
term extensional strain within the Afar rift is driven by the movement of the Arabian
plate away from the Nubian plate at rates of up to 18-20 mm/yr (McClusky et al., 2010,
ArRajehi et al., 2010, Viltres et al., 2020), with a gradual transfer of extension between
∼ 13-16°N from the southern RSR onto spreading segments in northern Afar (Figure
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4.1a). The onset of rifting in Afar is marked by voluminous flood basalts at ∼ 30 Ma,
initiated by a mantle plume situated beneath the region (Wolfenden et al., 2005, Furman
et al., 2006, Rooney et al., 2012). Present day extension is largely accommodated
within discrete magmatic spreading segments in northern and central Afar, linked by
amagmatic shear zones (La Rosa et al., 2019, Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018a), and across a
broad sequence of amagmatic faults in southern Afar (Moore et al., in review, Doubre
et al., 2017, Pagli et al., 2014), with a general increase in strain localisation with rift
development (Hayward and Ebinger, 1996, Wolfenden et al., 2005, Moore et al., in
review).

The crust beneath the Afar rift is in a transitional state between continental and
oceanic crust. Extensive thinning has resulted in a crustal thickness of 15-30 km in
central Afar, compared to 20-45 km beneath the Ethiopian plateau (Tiberi et al.,
2005, Hammond et al., 2011, Bastow and Keir, 2011), with significant alteration from
magmatic intrusions beneath spreading segments (Stork et al., 2013, Hammond, 2014,
Hammond and Kendall, 2016). Elevated mantle temperatures allow partial melting
below a 60-80 km thick lithospheric lid (Ferguson et al., 2013). Seismicity and mag-
netotelluric surveys suggest that beneath the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo (DMHVS) and
Erta ’Ale (EAVS) spreading segments, this melt may be stored in large reservoirs at
the base of the crust (Stork et al., 2013, Desissa et al., 2013, Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018b).
Sequences of stacked sills may then provide the plumbing system to sustain long-lived
volcanism below volcanic centres such as Dabbahu (Field et al., 2013) and Erta ’Ale
(Moore et al., 2019, Xu et al., 2020). Several volcanic centres may also interact during
large rifting events in Afar, such as during the 2005-10 DMHVS rifting episode where
melt was sourced from reservoirs at Gabho, Dabbahu, and Ado ’Ale (Ayele et al., 2009,
Grandin et al., 2009, Hamling et al., 2010).

4.2.2 Major Rifting Events

Several small basaltic eruptions and intrusions at volcanic centres have been recently
observed in Afar using satellite geodesy (e.g. Amelung et al., 2000, Nobile et al., 2012,
Field et al., 2012, Pagli et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2017). In Afar, and in other rift zones,
larger rifting events are less frequent, and typically involve repeated intrusions over
the course of several years. The recent examples of such events include the 1975-84
Krafla rifting episode in the northern volcanic zone (NVZ) of Iceland, and the 2005-10
DMHVS rifting episode in Afar, with the 2005-10 DMHVS event being the first to be
fully observed using InSAR (Wright et al., 2012). Other notable rifting events include
the 1978 Asal-Ghoubbet eruption in Afar (Allard et al., 1979, Cattin et al., 2005), and
the 2014-15 Bardarbunga-Holuhraun eruption in Iceland (Sigmundsson et al., 2014,
Gudmundsson et al., 2016).
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The 1975-84 rifting episode at Krafla consisted of ∼ 20 dyke intrusions, the largest
of which was the initial ∼ 60 km long intrusion in December 1975 (Björnsson et al.,
1977). Co-dyking subsidence at the Krafla caldera indicated that the intrusions were
linked to the magma reservoir at 3-5 km depth beneath the caldera (Einarsson, 1978,
Brandsdóttir et al., 1997). The composition of the erupted lavas away from the caldera
indicated that melt sourced from the base of the crust replenished shallow reservoirs
during the rifting episode (Tryggvason, 1986, Árnadóttir et al., 1998), in agreement
with a deep source of inflation following the event (de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004).

The 2005-10 rifting episode at the DMHVS was also initiated in September 2005 by
a ∼ 60 km long, 2.4-2.6 km3 dyke intrusion (Wright et al., 2006, Ayele et al., 2007). 13

Figure 4.1: (A) Tectonic map of the Afar region with simplified rifting segments (red) and
faults (black), volcanoes (white triangles), and long term GNSS velocities with error ellipses
from King et al. (2019) (blue arrows) showing plate motions relative to the Nubian plate. La-
belled volcanic segments: Erta ’Ale (EAVS), Tat ’Ale (TAVS), Afdera (AFVS), Alayta (ALVS),
Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo (DMHVS), Manda-Inakir (MIVS), Asal-Ghoubbet (AGVS), Northern
Main Ethiopian Rift (NMER). Solid grey outlines show the Sentinel-1 tracks (T014A, T079D)
used while dashed grey outlines show the Envisat tracks (T071A, T300A, T028A) used. White
outline indicates the region shown in (B). Inset map shows tectonic plate boundaries from Bird
(2003) with the region in (A) in white. (B) 3D sketch (not to scale) of the subsurface struc-
ture below the Dabbahu-Manda-Hararo volcanic segment. Surface map view shows topography
with volcanic centres indicated in black, the rift segment outlined in red, the location of active
volcanic centres shown by purple triangles, and the surface expression of the initial 2005 dyke
intrusion shown in yellow. The subsurface is split into regions elastic and viscoelastic (grey
shading) rheology, with the boundary at 15-30 km depth (Hamling et al., 2014). The location
and depth extent of planar dyke (yellow) and sill (purple) sources (Okada, 1985) in the sub-
surface are shown for the initial 2005 intrusion and active volcanic centres respectively, with
depths from Hamling et al. (2014).
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subsequent intrusions were focussed around the Ado ’Ale complex at the segment centre,
with an initial deflation at the Dabbahu and Gabho volcanic centres at the northern end
of the segment attributed to the contribution of melt from magma reservoirs at ∼ 4 km
depth (Ayele et al., 2009, Grandin et al., 2010b, Hamling et al., 2010). A further source
of deflation at ∼ 17 km depth at the southern end of the segment indicated that magma
movement during the rifting episode occurred at depth throughout the crust (Grandin
et al., 2010a, Hamling et al., 2014). Recent seismic (Stork et al., 2013, Hammond,
2014), magnetotelluric (Desissa et al., 2013), and gravity (Lewi et al., 2016) surveys
also indicate the presence of significant partial melt at the base of the crust beneath
the DMHVS.

4.2.3 Post-Intrusion Deformation Modelling

At volcanic centres and rift zones, the viscoelasticity of the crust and mantle can
significantly influence the magnitude of surface deformation resulting from pressure
sources at depth (Bürgmann and Dresen, 2008, Segall, 2019). Reduced crustal viscosi-
ties may be caused by elevated temperatures and the presence of partial melt within
the crust. Various models of crustal structure and rheology have been applied to ad-
dress this both at individual volcanic centres (e.g. Hamlyn et al., 2018, Yamasaki et al.,
2018, Sigmundsson et al., 2020), and rift zones (e.g. Foulger et al., 1992, Pollitz and
Sacks, 1996, Pedersen et al., 2009, Nooner et al., 2009, Hamling et al., 2014). Models
of post-rift relaxation have typically made use of homogeneous elastic and viscoelastic
regions, with a linear rheology (e.g. Nooner et al., 2009, Hamling et al., 2014), while in
rift zones viscous regions may be both spatially and temporally variable (e.g. Pedersen
et al., 2009), and non-linear stress dependant rheologies may also be applicable.

During the 2005-10 DMHVS episode, background uplift and extension rates of 80-
240 mm/yr and 110-180 mm/yr respectively (Hamling et al., 2014, Pagli et al., 2014)
were attributed to the post-rifting response from the initial 2005 intrusion. This signal
has been modelled using a viscoelastic response (Nooner et al., 2009), magmatic sources
(Grandin et al., 2010a), and the combination of viscoelastic and magmatic sources
(Hamling et al., 2014). While InSAR observations accurately capture the spatial dis-
tribution of deformation, data has not previously been available to observe long-term
post-rifting relaxation. Here, we combine the 2006-10 Envisat derived displacements
from Pagli et al. (2014), with the 2014-19 Sentinel-1 derived displacements from Moore
et al. (in review), to model viscoelastic relaxation and continued magma movement at
the DMHVS over a period of ∼ 14 years.
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4.3 Time Series & Modelling Methodology

4.3.1 InSAR Time Series

For our analysis, we use the InSAR line-of-sight (LOS) displacement time series for
2006-2010 processed by Pagli et al. (2014) for ascending Envisat tracks T028A, T071A,
and T300A, and the LOS displacement time series for 2014-19 processed by Moore
et al. (in review) for ascending Sentinel-1 track T014A and descending track T079D.
Any significant atmospheric and noise signals have previously been removed from these
datasets (Pagli et al., 2014, Moore et al., in review), with co-intrusive deformation asso-
ciated with dyking during the 2005-10 rifting episode being removed from the Envisat
time series using a cross-correlation technique (Pagli et al., 2014). As both of these
datasets formed part of regional velocity maps, we subset the data to a ∼ 160×160 km
area covering the DMHVS. We reference the displacement maps at each epoch to a
single point, ∼ 50 km North of Dabbahu, which we assume is sufficient distance from
the segment to be unaffected by the deformation. We then remove a planar ramp from
each displacement map, to correct for any linear long-wavelength ground motions as-
sociated with the regional deformation field. We also reference displacements for each
track to the first epoch of its time series. In order to reduce the computational load
during modelling, we subsample the data to an even grid spacing of 10×10 km with a
finer grid spacing of 5×5 km for points within 15 km of a deformation source.

4.3.2 Viscoelastic Model

The semi-analytic Fourier-domain solver Relax (Barbot and Fialko, 2010a,b) employs
Green’s functions to solve for displacements and stress in a half-space from various
sources, and the time dependant deformation that follows due to the defined model
rheology. Within Relax, we use a two-layer homogeneous elastic-viscoelastic model,
with Maxwell rheology, to calculate deformation resulting from the elastic and viscous
responses to the initial perturbation at each point on a 512×512×256 km grid, with
1 km grid spacing in the East, North, and Vertical directions respectively. We calculate
the displacement time series for a period of 15 years from September 2005, with time
increments of 0.1 years, for the 14 successive dyke intrusions associated with the 2005-
10 DMHVS rifting episode, and for four magmatic sources along the segment. As the
co-intrusive displacements associated with dyking have been removed from the Envisat
time series (Pagli et al., 2014), we use only the viscous relaxation deformation resulting
from each of the 14 dyke intrusions between 2005 and 2010.

We assume the dyke sources are vertical planar dislocations with uniform opening
(Okada, 1985), with the exception of the initial September 2005 intrusion, which we
divide into six 10 km long segments extending from 1-10 km depth, following the
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source used by Hamling et al. (2014). We take the approximate length, depth extent,
and opening of 13 subsequent dykes from Grandin et al. (2010b) and Barnie et al.
(2016). We use the magmatic source locations established by Grandin et al. (2010a)
and Hamling et al. (2014), with magma reservoirs at 4 km depth beneath Gabho and
Dabbahu, 10 km depth beneath Ado ’Ale, and 17 km depth below a Southern source of
deformation at ∼ 40.85°E/12.1°N. We apply these as 5×5 km sill dislocations (Okada,
1985) with unit opening, in keeping with the Relax stability requirements of 5 grid
nodes for each source edge. We do not use point sources (Mogi, 1958) as they can
cause instability when the source is close to the elastic-viscoelastic boundary (S. Barbot,
personal communication). Figure 4.1b shows a 3D visualisation of the model beneath
the DMHVS, with the location of the dislocation sources, and an elastic lid overlaying
a viscoelastic half-space. For the sill sources, we calculate displacement histories from
1 m of opening for each model setup, which we later use as Green’s functions. The
surface viscoelastic and viscous vertical displacement time series for unit opening of
each of the sill sources are shown in Figure C.1 for an elastic lid thickness of 18 km
and a viscosity of 1018 Pa s beneath the lid. To establish an optimum model of the
subsurface structure, we vary the thickness of the elastic lid and the viscosity of the
viscoelastic half-space between 14-30 km and 1×1017−19 Pa s respectively, based around
the values estimated by Hamling et al. (2014), using the depth averaged estimates of
elastic parameters from Makris and Ginzburg (1987) and Tiberi et al. (2005).

In order to account for continued magma movement at the volcanic centres through-
out post-rift relaxation, we develop an inverse model to solve for the opening of each sill
at every epoch, using the Green’s function responses for each of the sill sources. Setting
out the problem as a linear least squares formulation, we convert the Relax model dis-
placement maps for each source into the LOS for each InSAR track at each subsampled
point in space, and interpolate the Relax model time series to correlate with the track
acquisition dates. We include a constant dyke strength scaling factor, and also solve
for constant displacement offset at each spatial point to account for residual noise in
the first epoch of the InSAR time series. We find that evaluating the sill sources only
at epochs where we have data coverage is sufficient as the viscous relaxation compo-
nent of deformation from the sill sources is small in comparison to the initial elastic
component, and the influence of these “missing” sources is small on the remainder of
the displacement time series. We also include a Laplacian smoothing factor on the
source time series ensure that the resulting model represents the long-term movement
of magma within the DMHVS. This joint inversion of both the viscous response to dyk-
ing and viscoelastic response to magma movement represents a more robust approach
to modelling deformation during post-rifting than previous models including Hamling
et al. (2014), Grandin et al. (2010a), and Nooner et al. (2009), as it rigorously accounts
for the relaxation of the magmatic sources in a self-consistent manner.
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We apply this inversion to each of the model setups and calculate LOS residual misfits
between the resulting displacement time series and the InSAR displacement time series
for each track. Using these misfits, we calculate the spatial and temporal distribution of
the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the misfits, by evaluating the spatial distribution
of misfits at each epoch and the time series of misfits at each spatial point respectively
(see Figure C.2). For each model setup, we then take the RMSE of these residual misfit
distributions to produce a single LOS RMS misfit value for every track. The total RMS
misfit value for each track is shown in Figure 4.2 for all the evaluated model setups,
where we have refined distribution of models to explore the parameter space close to
the minimum RMS misfit value.

Figure 4.2: The distribution of model RMSE with model rheology for the time period of LOS
observations covered by each track. RMSE values for each model setup (black squares) are lin-
early interpolated to produce the smooth background field, and contoured to aid interpretation.
RMSE values in (F) for all tracks show the mean values from (A-E).
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Figure 4.3: The data, model, and residual of LOS displacements for each track. Model
displacements are taken from the optimal model of an 18 km elastic lid thickness above a layer
with a viscosity of 1018 Pa s. Map views show the cumulative deformation at the end of each
track’s time period. Surface trace of the September 2005 dyke is shown as a black solid line,
with sill sources below Dabbahu, Gabho, Ado ’Ale, and the Southern sources are marked as
black circles. Time series points A-F are marked in map view as black squares, with black
dotted lines indicating the location of profiles shown in Figure 4.4.

4.4 Analysis & Discussion

For the entire period 2006-2019, we find that the best fit model of the subsurface
structure below the DMHVS consists of an elastic lid thickness of 17-22 km and a
viscosity of 1017.75-1018.25 Pa s (0.6-1.8 ×1018 Pa s) in the viscoelastic half-space, as
shown in Figure 4.2f as the region with an RMS misfit of . 23 mm. This is in strong
agreement with the model of Hamling et al. (2014), and models from other subaerial
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rift zones (Foulger et al., 1992, Pollitz and Sacks, 1996, Pedersen et al., 2009, Nooner
et al., 2009). Figure 4.2 also shows how the best-fit solutions vary with the time window
of observations. T028A and T300A give broadly similar optimum parameters with an
elastic thickness of ∼ 20-30 km and a viscosity of 1018-1019 Pa s for the period 2006-10,
rejecting models with stiffer rheologies and thin elastic lids. T071A shows a different
distribution of optimum models for the period 2007-10 to those for 2006-10 (T028A,
T300A). This change is likely due to the significant amount of deformation recorded in
2006 as a result of the initial 2005 intrusion, which is not included in the time series
for T071A (see Figure 4.3c). The more linear displacement rates for 2007-10 produce
the preferred models of a ∼ 14-18 km elastic lid thickness and a viscosity of 1018.5-
1019 Pa s. This preference shifts for the period 2014-19 (T014A, T070D) to allow a
thinner elastic lid with thickness of ∼ 14-26 km, but with a much tighter constraint
on viscosity around 1018 Pa s. This decrease in the preferred viscosity through time
is the opposite of the trend following earthquakes, where viscosity is typically inferred
to increase during the post-seismic period (e.g. Ryder et al., 2007, Weiss et al., 2019),
although the apparent decrease here is within error bounds. A decrease in the viscosity
of the sub-surface could be caused by the presence of melt bodies in the lower crust and
upper mantle intruded following the DMHVZ rifting episode, while during the rifting
episode melt sourced from depth was erupted rather than intruded.

Figure 4.4: Cross-rift profiles showing LOS data (circles with error bars) and model (solid
lines) displacements from the optimal model of an 18 km elastic lid thickness above a layer
with a viscosity of 1018 Pa s. Profiles show the cumulative displacement from the time periods
indicated, and include the tracks with data coverage in these periods (colours indicated on
each). The location of the profiles X-Z are shown in Figure 4.3. Zero distance indicates where
the profile intersects the DMHVS, with positive profile distance towards the NE.
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Figure 4.3 shows the cumulative LOS displacement maps and time series for the
optimal model of an 18 km thick elastic lid and a viscosity of 1018 Pa s, in the LOS of
each track. The model residual misfits are also shown in Figure 4.3, with RMS misfit
values at each point in space and at every epoch shown in Figure C.2. The displacement
maps show that the model has a good spatial fit to the data, with small residuals
focussed around the region of peak deformation (point D). All models underestimate
the magnitude of the post-rift deformation during 2006, giving rise to the offsets in the
time series shown in Figure 4.3. While lower viscosities may be able to replicate these
high strain rates, in order to fit the whole deformation time series from 2006-10, our
models require higher values of ∼ 1018 Pa s. This may be indicative that a non-linear
rheology may be able to better represent the full deformation time series during the
DMHVS rifting episode.

The range of model fits for all time series points (A-F) in Figure 4.3 are shown in
Figure C.4. Points away from the majority of deformation (A, C, F) indicate good
agreement in the far-field, away from the segment. The time series misfits at points
over the Gabho and Southern volcanic sources (B, E) are also generally small as the
deformation here is dominated by the time variable opening of the sill sources. Cross-
rift profiles X-Z (Figure 4.4) show the spatial fit to data within the 2006-07, 2007-10,
and 2014-19 time windows, where we selected time steps based on track data coverage.
Profiles X and Y traverse the main LOS range-shortening signal, with Profile Y covering
the peak of deformation and the Ado ’Ale magmatic source. Our overall best-fit model
gives a good fit to data in the later post-rifting periods of 2007-10 and 2014-19, with
a weaker fit in the earlier 2006-07 period, which may be a result of simplifications in
the model setup. As we model each track displacement time series as a whole, the
viscosity of the viscoelastic layer remains constant for each track time period, while a
variation of viscosity through time, or a non-linear rheology may improve the fit to the
deformation time series. As rift segments also likely consist of intrusions and partial
melt reservoirs, spatial variations in viscosity, with lower values close to the segment,
may also improve the model performance.

Profile Z (Figure 4.4c) and time series point E (Figure 4.3) describe the surface
displacements from the Southern source which changes from LOS range-lengthening
(apparent subsidence) from 2006-10, to LOS range-shortening (apparent uplift) from
2014-19. Deformation here is controlled by magma movement beneath the DMHVS
which we resolve as the volume change of each sill source at every epoch (see Figure
C.3). Table C.1 shows the cumulative sill volume changes for each source and every
model setup for the time periods 2006-10 and 2014-19. Using the models with low RMS
misfit values (see Figure 4.2), we identify that the Southern source requires a deflation
of -2.8 ± 0.8×108 m3 for the period 2006-10 and a volume change of 0.0 ± 0.4×108 m3
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from 2014-19, indicating that apparent surface uplift between 2014-19 may be a result
of either sill inflation, or the long-term viscous response to previous sill deflation from
2006-10. This agrees well with Hamling et al. (2014), who estimate a volume change
of -2.8 ± 2.0×108 m3 for 2006-10. We also find that the Ado ’Ale source requires
a persistent inflation of 0.5 ± 0.1×108 m3 from 2006-19, while cumulative volume
changes at the Dabbahu and Gabho volcanic centres are small with magnitudes of up
to ± 0.2×108 m3 from 2006-19. Hamling et al. (2014) estimate a significantly larger
volume change for 2006-10 at the 10 km deep Ado ’Ale source of 4.70 ± 0.08×108 m3,
which may be a result of the differing inversion methodologies, or our inclusion of
13 additional dyke intrusions between 2006-10 while Hamling et al. (2014) use only
the initial 2005 intrusion. We find that magmatic activity at the shallow Dabbahu and
Gabho volcanic centres is generally limited to the early portion of the time series (2006-
07), consistent with their contribution to the initial magmatic intrusion in 2005 (Wright
et al., 2006, Ayele et al., 2009). The Ado ’Ale and Southern sources show continued
activity throughout the post-rifting period, suggesting that magmatic sources at the
base of the crust on the DMHVS may remain connected by a larger body of partial
melt. Seismic (Stork et al., 2013, Hammond, 2014), magnetotelluric (Desissa et al.,
2013), and gravity studies (Lewi et al., 2016) on the DMHVS have also previously
predicted the presence of a large body of partial melt beneath whole segment, with the
centre located ∼ 10-30 km off axis to the SW of the segment centre and at a depth of
∼ 20 km.

4.5 Conclusions

We combine the 2006-10 (Pagli et al., 2014) and 2014-19 (Moore et al., in review)
InSAR time series of ground motions to model the long-term post-rifting deformation
at the DMHVS in central Afar, accounting for viscous relaxation and continued magma
movement. We calculate responses from the 2005-10 dyke intrusions and four magmatic
sources using a two-layer elastic-viscoelastic model, varying the elastic lid thickness and
the viscosity of the viscoelastic half-space. Using sill sources as Green’s functions we
jointly invert for the time variable volume change at each sill source and the magnitude
of the viscous response.

For the period 2006-19, we find that the best-fit models have elastic thicknesses of
17-22 km, and viscosities of 0.6-1.8 ×1018 Pa s. The preferred model viscosities sug-
gest a slight decrease during the post-rifting period from 1018-1019 Pa s from 2006-10 to
∼ 1018 Pa s from 2014-19, which may indicate a change from extrusive magmatism dur-
ing the 2005-10 DMHVS rifting episode, to intrusive magmatism in the lower crust and
upper mantle during the post-rift period. We also find that the best-fit models require
a continued inflation at 10 km depth below the segment centre of 0.5 ± 0.1×108 m3
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from 2006-19, and a deflation of -2.8 ± 0.8×108 m3 at 17 km depth below the Southern
end of the segment for the period 2006-10 with a volume change of 0.0 ± 0.4×108 m3

from 2014-19. Long-term activity at these deeper sources emphasises the roles of both
viscous relaxation and continued magma movement during post-rifting at spreading
segments.
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Chapter 5

Discussion & Conclusions

In this thesis I have presented works using satellite-borne InSAR observations to
investigate the present state of magmatic rifting in Afar during the transition from
continental to oceanic rifting in the region. In order to achieve this, the works presented
in Chapters 2-4 target the simple questions of “Where is the magma?”, “Where is the
strain?”, and “What is the rheological structure of the crust?”, as shown in Section 1.4.
In this chapter, I will summarise my key findings and discuss their importance to the
wider scientific community.

5.1 Magma Plumbing Systems at Rift Volcanoes

Within Chapters 2-4, I observe and model surface deformation at several volcanic
centres in Afar including Dallol and Erta ’Ale on the EAVS, Dabbahu, Gabho, and Ado
’Ale on the DMHVS, and Nabro. I also show how certain volcanic centres which were
previously deforming, such as on the AGVS, have no recent magmatic activity. Moni-
toring both the presence and absence of surface deformation during the pre-, co-, and
post-eruptive periods is crucial to furthering the understanding of the magma storage
and dynamics beneath these volcanic centres. By employing simple models, surface
deformation at volcanic centres is generally interpreted as being caused by a change in
volume of a magmatic source at depth. Biggs et al. (2014) show that volcanic eruptions
rarely occur with no recorded surface deformation, while the presence of deformation,
particularly in rift settings, does not guarantee an eruption. The deformation recorded
at the surface is also controlled by factors such as the compressibility of the magma,
the gas content and de-gassing of the magma, the viscosity of the crust surrounding the
magma body, and the likely complex geometry of a magma mush zone involving con-
nected pockets of melt and significant thermal alteration of the crust. While difficult
to include in models of geodetic observations, due to their variability and the lack con-
straints on the geochemistry and rheology of sub-surface magmas, these factors should
always be considered when interpreting geodetic models of magma plumbing systems.
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As shown in Chapter 2, the surface deformation at the Erta ’Ale volcano in the build-
up to the 2017-19 flank eruption, and during the initial and late stages of the eruption,
emphasises how the pre- and co-eruptive stages of an eruption can provide different
insights into the shallow magmatic plumbing system beneath volcanoes. Between 2014-
17, in the build-up to the eruption, in general agreement with Xu et al. (2017), I
modelled gradual surface extension by the continuous inflation of a dyke-like structure
aligned with the rift axis, which extended from ∼ 0.5-5.5 km depth. This appears to be a
consistent style of melt accumulation at Erta ’Ale, with an axial dyke also attributed to
local extension in 2004-05 (Barnie et al., 2016). As magma tends to reside in horizontal
rather then vertical structures, these sources likely represent the movement of melt
from depth in order to sustain a shallow reservoir at ∼ 1 km depth below the summit
caldera, as suggested in Chapter 2. As this shallow body supports the active long-
lived lava lake at the Erta ’Ale summit caldera, any increase in pressure associated
with magma re-charge may not have resulted in any detectable surface deformation.
Persistently high levels in the summit lava lake (see Figure A.5), indicative of a high
pressure state within the shallow reservoir, are consistent with magma recharge during
the pre-eruptive period.

In January 2017, additional pressure in the summit magma reservoir caused the
lava lake to overflow, before a shallow dyke was intruded down-rift from the summit
caldera to an eruption site on the flank of Erta ’Ale (Global Volcanism Program, 2017).
This was coincident with a rapid draining of the lava lake (see Figure A.5), consistent
with observations of surface contraction around the summit caldera (Xu et al., 2017),
while the volume reduction of the lava lake conduit feature was roughly equal to the
volume of the intruded dyke. As shown in Chapter 2, the pressure loss calculated from
the drop in the lava lake level was also sufficient to replicate the co-intrusive ground
deformation, indicating that shallow sources (. 3 km depth) at Erta ’Ale drove the
initial intrusion. In the following few months, from January to April 2017, a rise in the
level of the lava lake (see Figure 2.7) coincided with the inflation of a shallow sill at
∼ 1 km depth between the summit caldera and the eruption site (Xu et al., 2017), and
the formation of a sustained lava lake at the eruption site (Global Volcanism Program,
2018). Following this period of higher pressure in the early stage of the eruption, the
remainder of the erupted material (from April 2017 to June 2019) was sourced from
a deeper, more complex body, situated ∼ 3 km off-axis between Erta ’Ale and the
nearby Ale Bagu volcanic centre. This body, first identified in Chapter 2 and modelled
in further detail by Xu et al. (2020), may be modelled by either a vertically extensive
ellipsoidal source, representative of a series of stacked sills from shallow depths to the
base of the crust (1-14 km), or as shallow dyke contraction below the summit caldera
combined with the deflation of a deep sill at a depth of ∼ 11 km (Xu et al., 2020). Both
sources represent systems of magma transport from the base of the crust to shallow
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levels below Erta ’Ale, in agreement with observations of deep seismicity on the EAVS,
interpreted as the presence of magma reservoirs at the base of the crust beneath volcanic
centres at ∼ 12 km depth (Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018b). Further detail in these models of
lower and mid-crustal magma plumbing systems at Erta ’Ale are limited by the ability
of InSAR observations to resolve these sources at depth. Ideally, models based on
geodesy would be constrained by other geophysical observations from magnetotelluric,
gravity, or seismic surveys, such as on the DMHVS (e.g. Stork et al., 2013, Hammond,
2014, Desissa et al., 2013, Lewi et al., 2016), the AGVS (e.g. Van et al., 1981), and in
the MER (e.g. Lloyd et al., 2018, Hübert et al., 2018, Nowacki et al., 2018); but the
extreme remote environment of the EAVS, even in comparison to other rift segments
in Afar, limits the diversity of data available.

The linkage between shallow axial magma chambers and deeper magma reservoirs
at the base of the crust is present elsewhere on the EAVS at Alu-Dalafilla (Pagli et al.,
2012), as well as at other volcanoes with established rift zones. At Kilauea, Hawaii, the
extensive monitoring systems both around the summit caldera and along the East Rift
Zone (ERZ), have enabled a perhaps unparalleled understanding of a single magmatic
plumbing system where a deeper central reservoir feeds both the summit reservoir
and Halema’uma’u lava lake, as well as long-lived vents in the ERZ such as Pu’u’O’o.
Similar to at Erta ’Ale, the Halema’uma’u lava lake has been frequently observed to
react to magma movement elsewhere in the system, indicating that plumbing systems
that support long-lived lava lakes may consist of well developed, hydraulically connected
magma pathways. Shallow axial magma chambers have also been observed at MORs
with fast-spreading rates such as on the East Pacific Rise (EPR) at 1-3 km depth
(Carbotte et al., 2013, Marjanović et al., 2014, Wanless and Behn, 2017). Where MORs
with slow/intermediate spreading rates coincide with hot-spot activity, such as at the
Galapagos spreading centre (GSC) (White et al., 2008, Boddupalli and Canales, 2019)
and Axial Seamount (Nooner and Chadwick, 2009, Sigmundsson, 2016), the additional
magma flux may also sustain shallow magma lenses as well as other features of fast-
spreading ridges such as an axial rise (Chen and Morgan, 1996, Chen and Lin, 2004).
The additional supply of magma from the Afar plume may then explain similar features
on the slow-spreading EAVS, which exhibits both shallow axial magma bodies and an
axial rise along the segment, in comparison to the DMHVS which exhibits an axial
graben. The lack of hydro-thermal cooling in Afar, which plays a significant role in
counteracting the formation of shallow magma lenses at MORs (Phipps Morgan and
Chen, 1993a,b), may also contribute to sustaining axial magma bodies on the slow-
spreading EAVS.

The interaction of several magma bodies within a rift segment during a single event
is also indicative of a link to a larger common body at depth. During the 2005-10 rift-
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ing event at the DMHVS, shallow magma bodies at ∼ 4 km depth beneath Dabbahu
and Gabho at the northern end of the segment initially deflated with the initial intru-
sion, but then indicated sustained inflation during the subsequent 12 dyke intrusions.
Inflation from a source at ∼ 10 km depth (Hamling et al., 2014), or from multiple
sources at 4-25 km depth (Grandin et al., 2010), was also observed below Ado ’Ale at
the segment centre during the rifting episode, combined with the deflation of a source
at the southern end of the DMHVS at ∼ 17 km depth (Hamling et al., 2014, Grandin
et al., 2010). The results shown in Chapter 4 (see Figure C.3 and Table C.1) agree
with these observations, and show that the Ado ’Ale source has sustained its inflation
up to 2019, while the Southern source now likely requires an inflation to produce the
uplift signal observed from 2014-19. The continued activity at sources throughout the
DMHVS both during and following the 2005-10 rifting episode shows similarities to the
interaction of magma reservoirs during the 1975-84 Krafla rifting episode in Iceland
where melt was sourced from a shallow chamber beneath the central caldera (Einars-
son, 1978, Brandsdóttir et al., 1997, Sigmundsson et al., 1997), as well as from magma
bodies within and at the base of the crust (Tryggvason, 1986, Árnadóttir et al., 1998)
which exhibited inflation during the post-rifting period (de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al.,
2004).

5.2 Sub-Surface Structure below Volcanic Rift Segments

Deformation signals in the years to decades following large rifting events provide
rare insights into the sub-surface rheological structure beneath volcanic rift segments.
The long-term viscoelastic relaxation of the upper mantle has been observed following
several rifting events such as the 2005-10 DMHVS (Hamling et al., 2014, Nooner et al.,
2009) and the 1978 AGVS (Cattin et al., 2005, Smittarello et al., 2016) episodes in Afar,
and the 1975-84 Krafla episode in Iceland (Pedersen et al., 2009, Sigmundsson et al.,
1997). Continued magma movement within volcanic segments throughout the rift cycle
also contributes significantly to the observable surface deformation as shown in Chapter
4 and by Hamling et al. (2014) for the 2005-10 DMHVS episode, and for the 1975-84
Krafla episode (e.g. Sigmundsson et al., 1997, Árnadóttir et al., 1998, de Zeeuw-van
Dalfsen et al., 2004). The rheological structure of the subsurface which controls the
magnitude and longevity of the viscoelastic response is then partially dependent on the
segment magma plumbing system from deeper bodies of melt at the base of the crust to
shallow reservoirs beneath volcanic centres. Regions of partial melt are less viscous than
surrounding host rock, although this is likely to increase as melt cools and crystallises.
A large mush zone of partial melt is also likely to have a significant influence on the
surrounding crust through thermal alteration, distorting how the region responds to
deformation. As melt bodies and plumbing systems are spatially limited, their effect on
the nearby rheology of the crust may also then be spatially limited, producing a ductile
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zone close to the rift axis. Pedersen et al. (2009) incorporate this spatial variation to
model the surface deformation over the Krafla and Askja rift segments in Iceland, and
find that a best fit model includes both a shallowed viscoelastic region and a weakened
elastic lid beneath the segments. As shown in Chapter 4, the subsurface rheology also
controls the amount of magmatic activity that is required in a model as each magmatic
source induces a time dependent viscoelastic response which may then counteract or
amplify the initial inflation/deflation depending on the depth of the source relative to
the base of the elastic crust (see Figure C.1 and Table C.1).

A further source of complication comes from whether the viscoelastic subsurface
deforms linearly with time, such as with a Maxwell rheology, or non-linearly, such as
with a Kelvin-Voigt, Burgers’, or Power-Law creep rheology. Previous models of post-
rift deformation (e.g. Nooner et al., 2009, Pedersen et al., 2009, Hamling et al., 2014),
as well as the model described in Chapter 4, make use of the simplest Maxwell rheology,
but when considering the time series of surface deformation over the whole post-rifting
period, such as for the DMHVS (Chapter 4) and the AGVS (Cattin et al., 2005), a
non-linear viscoelastic rheology may be required to fit both the initial high rate and the
later low rates of surface deformation. The biggest limitation of the model described in
Chapter 4 is the fit to the earliest part of the time series (∼ 2006-07) where the highest
rates of deformation are observed. It is also in this part of the time series where a
non-linear rheology may provide the biggest difference to a linear Maxwell response
to the initial September 2005 dyke intrusion at the DMHVS. The inclusion of a weak
zone within the elastic lid and/or a shallower viscoelastic region (Pedersen et al., 2009)
may also act to improve the fit in this time period. As well as any spatial variations,
temporal changes in viscosity may also be a contributing factor to how deformation is
expressed at the surface during post-rift relaxation. In a rift zone, a change in viscosity
through time may arise due to mechanisms such as the intrusion or replenishment of a
melt body, which would reduce the average viscosity, or the cooling and crystallisation
of partial melt, which would act to increase the local viscosity. Following earthquakes,
the viscosity of the upper mantle has been modelled as increasing through the post-
seismic period (Ryder et al., 2007), while the results of Chapter 4 suggest that the
viscosity of the upper mantle at the DMHVS may have decreased through the post-rift
period from 1018-1019 Pa s from 2006-10 to ∼ 1018 Pa s from 2014-19. I speculate
that this is perhaps due to a shift from extrusive magmatism during the 2005-10 rifting
event to intrusive magmatism from 2014-19, although the change in viscosity is within
error estimates.

The sub-surface rheology beneath rift segments not only influences the post-rift relax-
ation signal, but also how magma movement in the segment is expressed at the surface.
Previous studies have incorporated viscoelasticity into models of magma reservoirs in
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order to better represent the rheology of a mush zone with pockets of melt, or a body
of melt surrounded by a thermally altered region (e.g. Dragoni and Magnanensi, 1989,
Segall, 2016). When accounting for viscoelasticity, smaller volume changes are typically
required as shown by subsidence at the Nabro volcano in Afar following the 2011 erup-
tion, where magma degassing and compressibility are also thought to have important
contributions to the observed surface deformation (Hamlyn et al., 2018). Inelasticity
in the subsurface may also facilitate larger eruptions than anticipated by sustaining
magma pathways from reservoirs at depth, as shown during the 2014-15 Bardarbunga-
Holuhraun rifting event (Sigmundsson et al., 2020). A similar mechanism may also
apply to both the 2005-10 DMHVS rifting episode and the long-lived 2017-19 Erta ’Ale
eruption where both segments are predicted to be connected to magma reservoirs at
the base of the crust (Stork et al., 2013, Desissa et al., 2013, Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018b,
Xu et al., 2020).

5.3 Strain Localisation & Rift Development

The transition of continental to oceanic style rifting is shown in Afar by a number of
factors including the thinning and stretching of the crust (e.g. Hammond et al., 2011,
Bastow et al., 2018), high density crust being created at spreading segments (Lewi
et al., 2016), the formation of early-stage transform faults between segments (Illsley-
Kemp et al., 2018a, La Rosa et al., 2019), the presence of shallow axial magma lenses
beneath spreading centres (see Chapter 2; Pagli et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2020), and the
localisation of extensional strain as shown in Chapter 3. Within Afar there are also
key differences between the DMHVS in central Afar and the EAVS in the Danakil
Depression in northern Afar, with a distinct axial graben and axial rise respectively,
indicating a change in rifting style between the segments (Wright et al., 2012, Pagli
et al., 2015). At MORs, whether a ridge forms a rise or a graben is dependent on the
spreading rate and crustal thickness, while a higher magma flux may also produce an
axial rise with shallow axial magma lenses (Chen and Morgan, 1996, Dick et al., 2003,
Chen and Lin, 2004) as discussed previously for the EAVS. Chapter 3 highlighted an
increase in the localisation of plate extension from within ± 20-30 km of the DMHVS
rift axis to within ± 15-20 km of the EAVS rift axis. This rift focussing continues
towards the oceanic RSR into northern Afar to ± 10-15 km, while closer to the NMER
in south central and southern Afar extension is significantly more distributed across
80-160 km of the rift with amagmatic faulting accommodating much of the strain (see
Figure 3.5). The rotation of the Danakil microplate with plate extension may also play
a role in determining the width of the Afar rift. The gradual transition of extension
from the RSR to the EAVS from ∼ 13-16 °N (e.g. Kidane, 2016, Viltres et al., 2020)
produces the anti-clockwise motion of the Danakil block, and a significantly narrower
rift zone in northern Afar, than in central and southern Afar.
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The EAVS also exhibits a higher recent rate of magmatism in comparison to other
segments in Afar with active deformation at Dallol and Erta ’Ale (see Chapters 2-3;
Nobile et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2020), as well as recent activity at Alu-Dalafilla and
Gada ’Ale (Pagli et al., 2012, Amelung et al., 2000). This is in accordance with the
expected shift from intrusive to extrusive magmatism during the transition into oceanic
style rifting (Keir et al., 2013), and findings from petrology which estimate that 2/3 of
material on the EAVS is extruded rather than intruded into the crust (Hutchison et al.,
2018). The additional load from this erupted material, combined with the smallest
crustal thickness in Afar of 15-20 km (e.g. Hammond et al., 2011, Bastow and Keir,
2011), may contribute to the plate stretching and basin formation observed near Dallol
in the Danakil Depression (Bastow et al., 2018), and the formation of seaward dipping
reflectors which are frequently observed at volcanic continental margins (Corti et al.,
2015, Buck, 2017).

5.4 Limitations & Future Work

5.4.1 Afar Surface Velocity Map

In Chapter 3, I developed a weighted filtering methodology to remove the APS from
the displacement time series for each Sentinel-1 frame. This method was able to ef-
fectively identify particularly noisy pixels and epochs, and significantly reduce their
influence on the resulting filtered time series. The point weighting was calculated using
the misfits to a Laplacian smoothed time series at each pixel, assuming that the surface
deformation is gradual through time. The resulting velocity maps shown in Chapter 3
are then an average rate of the displacements from the time series at each pixel. Close
to volcanic centres this assumption does not hold if there has been a step in surface
deformation due to an intrusion or rapid inflation/deflation of a magma reservoir, such
as can be seen at Erta ’Ale due to the deformation associated with the complex inter-
play of magmatic sources during the 2017-19 eruption, as shown in Chapter 2. Minor
signal artefacts can also be identified in the 3D surface velocity maps shown in Figure
3.3, with steps between frames resulting from differences in the APS filtering in the
individual frames, and steps between tracks resulting from differences in the referencing
to the GNSS regional velocity field.

The GNSS referencing method in Chapter 3 was developed to account for the very
sparse network of GNSS observations of long-term plate motions. Previous studies that
have similarly referenced Sentinel-1 InSAR derived velocity maps to a regional GNSS
network have done so in regions where the GNSS network provides a relatively even
regional coverage (e.g. Weiss et al., 2020). As the GNSS observations in central Afar
are dominated by deformation associated with the 2005-10 DMHVS rifting episode and
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post-rifting response, the resulting network is generally limited to points around the
edge of the Afar rift. In order to solve for the quadratic functions which are then
removed from the InSAR data to reference the velocity field, I interpolated a smooth
GNSS velocity field across the Afar rift (see Figure B.4). While this smooth field is
representative of the far-field plate motions, it assumes wide distribution of extension,
while the InSAR data shows the localisation of strain on volcanic segments in central
and northern Afar. This novel method provides a viable solution to referencing InSAR
velocity maps using sparse GNSS networks, but an improvement may be to iterate the
referencing methodology such that the velocity field used to reference the InSAR data
is more representative of the distribution of extension within the rift.

5.4.2 Post-Rift Relaxation Model

The model of surface deformation at the DMHVS during post-rift relaxation I de-
veloped in Chapter 4 highlights the importance of accounting for both the viscoelastic
relaxation of the upper mantle and the continued activity at volcanic centres within
the segment. As discussed previously in Section 5.2, there are several factors that
could be added to this model to improve the fit to the high rates of deformation during
early portion of the time series, as well as making the model more representative of
the subsurface structure. The addition of a weakened zone beneath the rift segment,
as demonstrated by Pedersen et al. (2009) for the Krafla and Askja rift segments in
Iceland, may provide a significant improvement to the model whilst also being rela-
tively straightforward to implement within Relax. The difficulty in implementing this
lies in constraining the size and geometry of the weak zone, and the degree of weak-
ening required. Other geophysical observations, such as from magnetotelluric (Desissa
et al., 2013) or gravity (Lewi et al., 2016) studies, could be used to constrain the lo-
cation of melt and the localised thinning of the elastic crust, such as was done for
post-rift relaxation on the AGVS where the location of a magma reservoir was fixed
by magnetotelluric observations (Cattin et al., 2005, Van et al., 1981). 3D models of
heterogeneous subsurface viscosity have been established using geodetic data following
large subduction zone earthquakes (Moore et al., 2017, Qiu et al., 2018, Weiss et al.,
2019). If the model of Barbot et al. (2017) and Barbot (2018) could be adapted to
rift zones, it could provide further insights into the spatial and temporal distribution
of viscosity following rifting episodes. Other potential improvements such as the use of
non-linear rheological models, would require a more in-depth analysis to determine the
optimal style of non-linear deformation for the DMHVS.

The magmatic sources I use in the model developed in Chapter 4 may also be much
more complex than simple sill sources. For simplicity, I used the depths for these
sources estimated by Hamling et al. (2014), but Grandin et al. (2010) suggest that
there may be three different sources below Ado ’Ale at the segment centre, while Field
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et al. (2012) find that the magma plumbing system below Dabbahu at the northern end
of the segment likely consists of a sequence of stacked sills. While the addition of more
magmatic sources may improve the fit of the model, they should only be included in
future models if there is sufficient justification and constraints for additional sources.

A valuable source of constraints for both constraining magmatic sources and the
subsurface rheology would be an extension to the InSAR time series shown here as
Sentinel-1 data continues to be acquired. The addition of even 1-2 years to the dataset
may show further decay of the viscous response with time, or identify whether the
magmatic sources at the centre and southern end of the segment continue to contribute
to the deformation signal. A crucial supplement to the InSAR time series data would
be the addition of GNSS observations during the Sentinel-1 time period, which would
provide points with high temporal sampling rate, upon which the spatial coverage of
InSAR data could be pinned, improving the confidence in the dataset as a whole.

Figure 5.1: Distribution of magma lens depth at MORs (black) and in Afar (red) with rift
spreading-rate and crustal thickness. Solid and dashed lines indicate numerical models from
Chen and Lin (2004). Model parameters: Hc - crustal thickness, Tm - mantle temperature,
Tcutoff - temperature below which hydrothermal circulation has an effect, Nu - Nusselt number
(ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer). Afar spreading centres: Dal - Dallol (Chapter
3), AD - Alu-Dalafilla (Pagli et al., 2012), EA - Erta ’Ale (Chapter 2, Xu et al., 2017), Dab -
Dabbahu (Field et al., 2012), MH - Manda Hararo. MOR spreading centres: RR - Reykjanes
Ridge, Mark - Mid-Atlantic Ridge at Kane fracture zone, Gala - Galapagos Spreading Centre,
JdF - Juan de Fuca Ridge, Lau - Lau Basin, CRR - Costa Rica Ridge, SEIR - South East Indian
Ridge, AAD - Australia-Antarctica Discordance. East Pacific Rise spreading centres: nEPR
- northern, sEPR - southern, O - north of Orozco transform, G - south of Garret transform.
Figure modified from Chen and Lin (2004).
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5.4.3 Shallow Axial Magma Bodies

A final area of further study may be focussed around whether the same factors that
control the structure of MORs may be applied to spreading segments in Afar. To the
first order, spreading rate and crustal thickness define the bathymetry (axial rise or
graben) of the ridge and whether the ridge may sustain a shallow axial magma lens
(e.g. Dick et al., 2003, Wanless and Behn, 2017), while the rate of melt supply also
has an effect (Chen and Lin, 2004). The thermal model of Phipps Morgan and Chen
(1993a,b) and Chen and Lin (2004), as shown in Figure 5.1, fits the distribution of
axial magma lens depths at several intermediate and fast-spreading MORs. In Figure
5.1, I have included the depths of axial magma bodies at spreading centres in Afar to
demonstrate how the spreading-rate does not account for ridges with elevated melt flux.
As previously suggested by Pagli et al. (2012, 2015), developments could be made to
this numerical model to test whether additional melt flux and a lack of hydrothermal
cooling on sub-aerial ridges would be sufficient to predict an axial high and the pres-
ence of shallow axial magma bodies as observed on the EAVS. This may also work to
identify whether the increase in crustal thickness between the EAVS and the DMHVS
is sufficient to change the segment topography from an axial high to an axial graben, or
whether a difference in melt flux is also required between the segments. Any change in
the controlling parameters between segments would provide further crucial insights into
the development of rift segments within Afar and their similarities to MORs. Alterna-
tively, if thermal models of MORs cannot be adapted to sub-aerial spreading segments,
it would indicate that spreading segments in Afar may not be classed as incipient MORs
and that this stage of rifting is yet to take place in Afar.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this thesis I have used InSAR observations of ground motions in the Afar rift to
map and model the localisation of extensional strain, the role of magmatic intrusions in
accommodating this strain, and the structure of shallow magmatic plumbing systems at
spreading centres, to provide an insight into the state of the Afar rift during a transition
from continental to oceanic rifting. I present a new map of surface velocities across Afar,
developing novel APS filtering and GNSS referencing techniques to produce 3D average
velocities at a high spatial resolution. I also present models of surface deformation at
several volcanic centres in Afar, including the complex interaction of sources in the
build-up to and during the 2017-19 Erta ’Ale eruption, and the ∼ 14 year post-rifting
response to the 2005-10 DMHVS rifting episode. Here, I develop a new robust technique
to consider both the viscoelastic relaxation of the upper mantle, and the contribution
of continued magmatic activity in the segment which I show to be crucial in order to
reproduce the spatial distribution of deformation on the rift segment.
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The Afar rift is a complex system which has been and will continue to be the focus of
many studies and theses. I believe that I have advanced the understanding of magmatic
plumbing systems within the rift by establishing that the maturity of the rift, and the
degree of strain localisation, increases into northern Afar where the presence of a shallow
magma reservoirs, that are connected to melt at depth by means of vertically extensive
pathways, further indicates that the EAVS is representative of an incipient MOR. I also
demonstrate how magmatic centres interact within segments both during and following
large rifting events, of which modern observations are rare. I hope that my findings
inspire further study into the behaviour of magmatic rifts in Afar, Iceland, and other
volcanic centres in extensional settings.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Materials for
Chapter 2

A.1 Time Series Methods

We implement a small-baseline style least-squares inversion for the line of sight (LOS)
displacement time-series. We incorporate the calculated variance at each epoch into
a variance-covariance matrix, Qdd (Equation A.4), as shown below for a system of 3
interferograms i12, i13, and i23, with variance σ2

12, σ2
13, and σ2

23, associated with the
variance of each epoch σ2

1, σ2
2, and σ2

3 (Equations A.1-A.3).

σ2
12 = σ2

1 + σ2
2 (A.1)
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3 (A.2)
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3 (A.3)

Qdd =


σ2

1 + σ2
2 σ2

1 −σ2
2

σ2
1 σ2
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3 σ2

3
−σ2

2 σ2
3 σ2

2 + σ2
3

 (A.4)

We introduce an additional variance of 5 mm to each interferogram (on the diago-
nal of the variance-covariance matrix) to account for random noise introduced during
interferogram creation (such as residual unwrapping and filtering errors). Introduc-
ing this additional noise estimate also means that the variance-covariance matrix is
well-conditioned and invertible.
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Equations A.6-A.7 show the solution for the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE)
of a linear least squares problem in the format of Equation A.5, with the data vector,
d, the vector of model parameters, m, and the design matrix, G. The BLUE approach
allows us to include the data variance (Qdd) into a least-squares inversion for the
minimum-norm of the model parameters (m̂), and extract model variances from the
model variance-covariance matrix (Qmm) (Henderson, 1975). We perform no further
filtering on the whole image time-series.

d = Gm (A.5)

m̂ = QmmGTQ−1
ddd (A.6)

Qmm = (GTQ−1
ddG)−1 (A.7)

In order to resolve horizontal rift-perpendicular and vertical motions from the as-
cending and descending LOS time series, we implement a least-squares inversion after
Wright et al. (2004), utilising the look vectors for each pixel which point from the
ground to the satellite. As we only have 2 observations for each point (ascending
and descending) we cannot resolve true 3D ground motions (East, North, Vertical).
To resolve this we assume all horizontal motion is perpendicular to the rift (exten-
sion/contraction), which allows us to only solve for ground motion in the vertical and
horizontal rift-perpendicular directions (2D). Due to the variation in acquisitions in the
ascending and descending time series, we cannot solve for 2D motions at every epoch
(note the gap in the 2D time series between Feb-Sep 2017 due to missing ascending
acquisitions). We set a maximum time difference of 1 week between the ascending and
descending acquisitions used to resolve 2D ground motions at an epoch, in order to
maintain that the ground does not significantly change between the acquisitions. The
date used for the 2D epoch is set to the later of the 2 acquisition dates.
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A.2 Supplementary Figures & Tables

Date Depth (m) Type Credit Source
20.10.2014 10-20 TP Wolfgang Piecha mountain-forecast.com

01-31.12.2014 5-10 TP Joshua Paul Shefman shefman.com
10.01.2015 5-10 TP Joel Santos gettyimages.ca

01-28.02.2015 5-20 TP Martin Hertel volcanodiscovery.com
01-28.02.2015 1-10 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
12.02.2015 10-20 TP Martin Hertel gettyimages.ca
24.02.2015 5-20 TP Manfred Thuerig dreamstime.com
25.02.2015 10-20 TP Manfred Thuerig dreamstime.com

19-21.11.2015 1-5 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
21.11.2015 5-10 TP Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
03.01.2016 5-10 TP Yi Sun nationalgeographic.com

15-16.01.2016 0 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
12-15.02.2016 5-7 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
01-30.11.2016 0 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
29.12.2016 5-15 TP Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com

29-31.12.2016 0.5-1 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
16-19.01.2017 0 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
17.01.2017 0 TP Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com

01-14.02.2017 80-100 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
20.03.2017 30-60 TP Jean-Michel Escarpit volcano.si.edu

01-30.04.2017 30-60 TP toucan.photo volcano.si.edu
11-15.04.2017 40-50 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
01-15.06.2017 35-45 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
16.09.2017 50-80 TP Chris Moore Author’s photo
16.12.2017 30-40 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com
31.12.2017 30-60 TP Culture Volcan volcano.si.edu

13-26.01.2018 80-130 TP Stephan Tommasini volcanodiscovery.com
26.06.2018 50-80 TP Simeon Brown volcanodiscovery.com

01-31.09.2018 65-85 FR Volcano Discovery volcanodiscovery.com

Table A.1: Table of all tourist photos (TP) and field reports (FR) describing the Erta ’Ale
lava lake depth. Depths of 0 m indicate observations of lava lake overflows.
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Figure A.1: Performance of removing a linear atmospheric trend (red) against uncorrected
phase (blue) in the non-deforming background region around Erta Ale (masking a ∼ 10 × 10 km
region, centred on the eruption site), for each ascending (a) and descending (b) Sentinel-1 inter-
ferogram. The lower value of RMSE (from either the linear atmosphere corrected or uncorrected
phase) is plotted on-top of the higher value for each interferogram. The linear atmospheric trend
is calculated from a ∼ 12 × 5 km subset of this region, to the south of Erta Ale. The linear at-
mospheric correction provides a mean improvement of ∼ 9 % (1 mm) in mean root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of the residual phase, relative to the mean value, over the whole background re-
gion.
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Figure A.2: Ascending (a-c) Sentinel-1 data, model and residual for pre-eruptive interferogram
23.11.2014-11.01.2017. Descending (d-f) Sentinel-1 data, model and residual for pre-eruptive
interferogram 16.11.2014-04.01.2017. One colour cycle (red-blue) represents 27 mm of line of
sight (LOS) range change away from the satellite. Location of dyke 1 is shown as a black line,
with the lava lake and eruption site shown as triangles.

Figure A.3: Ascending (a-c) Sentinel-1 data, model and residual for late-stage eruption in-
terferogram 14.09.2017-12.06.2019. Descending (d-f) Sentinel-1 data, model and residual for
late-stage eruption interferogram 13.09.2017-11.06.2019. One colour cycle (red-blue) represents
27 mm of line of sight (LOS) range change away from the satellite. Location of vertical prolate
spheroidal source is shown as a black circle (top down view), with the lava lake and eruption
site shown as triangles.
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Figure A.4: Descending Sentinel-1 re-sampled single look complex images of the north and
south pits at Erta ’Ale before the eruption on 04 January 2017 (a), and after the initial intrusion
on 28 January 2017 (b). Images are in radar coordinates, relative to the Erta ’Ale lava lake.
Profiles through the north (blue) and south (red) pits show the lengths of shadows created by
the depth of the pits (grey shading on profiles). Profiles show the mean, and the maximum and
minimum values of reflection intensity at each increment along the profile. The green dashed
line shows the outline of the Erta ’Ale summit caldera.
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Figure A.5: Time series from October 2014 to April 2018 of Erta ’Ale lava lake depths
calculated from Sentinel-1 ascending (green circles) and descending (red circles) SAR shadows.
Tourist photos (light blue triangles) taken from the internet (see Table A.1 for citations), and
Volcano Discovery field reports (dark blue squares) Volcano Discovery (2017) are included to
help validate the SAR shadow depths. The eruption date in Jan 2017 is marked by the black
dashed line. A lava lake depth of 0 m represents when the lake is level with the pit rim (Figure
2.6). Time periods A-E, as shown in Figure 2.2, are indicated below the time axis.
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Figure A.6: Time series of Erta ’Ale north pit depths calculated from ascending (green) and
descending (red) Sentinel-1 SAR shadow lengths. The eruption date is marked by the black
dashed line. A pit depth of 0 m represents when the pit level with the pit rim (Figure 2.6).
Time periods A-E, as shown in Figure 2.2, are indicated below the time axis.
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B.1 Time Series Methodology

Our SBAS style and time series methodology from unwrapped interferograms to 3D
(rift-perpendicular, rift-parallel, vertical) average velocities consists of the following
steps:

1. Invert each pixel for a LOS displacement time series using an SBAS style least-
squares inversion as shown in Equation B.1 for a network of 5 interferograms (i01,
i02, i12, i13, i23) covering 4 epochs (d0, d1, d2, d3) with zero displacement at the
first epoch (d0 = 0). We perform this inversion at each pixel in the frame using
all available coherent interferograms, rejecting pixels where the interferogram
network at any epoch is disconnected.



i01

i02

i12

i13

i23


=



1 0 0
0 1 0

−1 1 0
−1 0 1
0 −1 1


[
d1 d2 d3

]
(B.1)

2. Estimate the error in the time series using the RMS misfit.

(a) Filter the displacement time series at each pixel using a Laplacian filter with
a temporal width of 3 epochs with a scaling factor (K) of 3 (see Equation
B.2 for a time series of unfiltered displacements (d0, d1, d2, d3), filtered
displacements (f0, f1, f2, f3) and the time gaps between epochs (t01, t12,
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t23).
d0

d1

d2

d3

 = K


1/K 0 0 0
−t01 t01 + t12 −t12 0

0 −t12 t12 + t23 −t23

0 0 0 1/K


[
f0 f1 f2 f3

]
(B.2)

(b) For each pixel, we calculate the misfit of the unfiltered time series against
the Laplacian filtered time series at every epoch (mxyt = dxyt − fxyt).

(c) Using Equation B.3, we calculate the RMS misfit of each pixel (rxy) using
the time series of misfits (mt), and the RMS misfit of each epoch (rt) using
the misfit of every pixel (mxy), where N is the total number of points in
time or space.

r =

√
m2

1 +m2
2 + ...m2

N

N
(B.3)

(d) To resolve an RMS misfit value for each pixel at every epoch (rxyt), we scale
the spatial RMS misfit map (rxy) to the value of temporal RMS misfit at
each epoch (rt) using the RMS misfit of rxy, where N and M are the total
number of points space in the East and North directions respectively.

rxyt = rxy
rt√

r2
11 + r2

12 + r2
21 + ...r2

NM

NM

(B.4)

3. Calculate the APS and remove from the LOS displacement time series.

(a) Low-pass filter the time series of each pixel using a local linear trend with a
fixed filter width of ± 0.5 years from the target epoch. The weighting of the
epoch displacements is dependant on the temporal distance from the target
epoch, the RMS misfit value, and outlier rejection. By editing the “smooth”
function in Matlab, we convert the RMS misfit values into weights using the
Bi-Square function (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988), where zero weight is given
to RMS values that are > 6 standard deviations of the local misfits.

(b) Remove the low-pass filtered time series from the unfiltered data to create
a high-pass filtered time series.

(c) On the high-pass temporal filtered data, apply a low-pass spatial filter for
each epoch using a Gaussian kernel with a half-width of ∼ 2 km to resolve
the APS.

(d) Remove the calculated APS from the displacement time series, and correct
for any residual orbital or atmospheric errors by inverting for and removing
planar ramps in space, and a linear trend of phase with elevation.
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4. Calculate the average LOS velocity for each pixel from the time series of displace-
ments (d1, d2, ... dN , with time steps t1, t2, ... tN ) by inverting for the average
displacement rate (v) and a constant offset (c, to allow the displacement at t = 0
to be non-zero). To resolve uncertainties in the average velocity estimates (Qmm),
we include a data VCM (Qdd) by using the time series of RMS misfit values at
each pixel (r1, r2, ... rN ) as independent error sources (see Equations B.5-B.8).

Qdd =


r2

1 0 ... 0
0 r2

2 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... r2
N

 (B.5)

G =


t1 1
t2 1
... ...

tN 1

 (B.6)

Qmm = (GTQ−1
dd G)−1 (B.7)

[
v c

]
= QmmG

TQ−1
dd


d1

d2

...

dN

 (B.8)

5. Connect the frame LOS velocity maps within their respective tracks.

(a) For each track, we sub-sample the frame velocity maps to 5×5 km in frame
overlap regions, and 10×10 km elsewhere.

(b) Keeping one frame in the track uncorrected, we reference the other frames to
it by inverting for planar ramps in space for each frame such that the values
in the frame overlap regions are equal. We then remove the ramps from the
respective frames, and use the mean value in the frame overlap regions when
combining the frames into a single track.

6. Reference the track LOS velocities to a stable Nubia GNSS reference frame.

(a) Convert the GNSS velocities in the east (E) and north (N) directions to
rift-perpendicular (H1) and rift-parallel (H2) directions using Equation B.9,
using the orientation of the rift axis (α) of 151°N. Then interpolate smooth
GNSS velocity fields in the rift-perpendicular and rift-parallel directions us-
ing the natural neighbour algorithm and the “griddata” function in Matlab.
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[
E

N

]
=

[
cos(α) − sin(α)
sin(α) − cos(α)

] [
H1 H2

]
(B.9)

(b) After masking areas with surface deformation that is not related to the
long-wavelength plate spreading (i.e. related to volcanic or anthropogenic
activity), we sub-sample the track velocities to 5×5 km in track overlap
regions, and 10×10 km elsewhere.

(c) Using the points where there are ascending, descending, and interpolated
GNSS data, we invert for 3D velocities (rift-perpendicular, rift-parallel, ver-
tical, see Equation 3.1) and a quadratic function for each track. We then
remove the quadratic function from each track to resolve LOS velocities
referenced to stable Nubia.

7. Resolve 3D velocities (rift-perpendicular, rift-parallel, vertical) at each pixel (see
Equation 3.1), using the smooth GNSS rift-parallel velocity field to help con-
strain the inversion (e.g. Weiss et al., 2020), and uncertainties in LOS velocity as
independent errors in a VCM (as shown in Equation B.5).

B.2 Supplementary Tables & Figures

Supplementary Table B.1 and Supplementary Figures B.1-B.9.

Frame Start Date End Date No. of IFGs
006D_07728_131313 11.11.2014 30.06.2019 198
006D_07929_131313 18.10.2014 17.08.2019 334
014A_07524_101303 23.11.2014 24.02.2019 85
014A_07688_131313 23.11.2014 18.07.2019 223
014A_07885_131313 30.10.2014 18.07.2019 187
079D_07503_061113 23.11.2015 10.08.2019 178
079D_07694_131313 23.10.2014 17.07.2019 337
079D_07894_131313 23.10.2014 17.07.2019 277
087A_07674_131313 11.10.2014 11.03.2017 92
087A_07889_131313 11.10.2014 11.03.2017 82
116A_07590_071313 13.10.2014 13.07.2019 316
116A_07768_131305 12.12.2014 13.07.2019 193

Table B.1: Start date, end date (DD.MM.YYYY), and the number of interferograms (IFGs)
used to build the displacement time series for each frame. Frame names are defined by the
track (e.g. 006D for descending track 6), the frame ID (e.g. 07728), and the number of bursts
in each of the 3 sub-swaths within the frame (e.g. 131313 for a maximum of 13 bursts in each
sub-swath).
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Figure B.1: Residual root-mean-square error (RMSE) for all interferograms in each frame
after applying atmospheric phase delay corrections using a linear correlation of phase with
elevation (red), and a scaled GACOS atmospheric model (blue) (Yu et al., 2017, 2018). Also
shown is the mean change in RMSE, and the percentage of interferograms where the RMSE was
improved following the correction. Frames: (a) 006D-07728-131313, (b) 006D-07929-131313, (c)
014A-07524-101303, (d) 014A-07688-131313, (e) 014A-07885-131313, (f) 079D-07503-061113,
(g) 079D-07694-131313, (h) 079D-07894-131313, (i) 087A-07674-131313, (j) 087A-07889-131313,
(k) 116A-07590-071313, (l) 116A-07768-131305.
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Figure B.2: Frame root-mean-square error (RMSE) in space for each pixel
(A,C,E,G,I,K,M,O,Q,S,U,W) and time for each epoch (B,D,F,H,J,L,N,P,R,T,V,X). Frames:
(A,B) 006D-07728-131313, (C,D) 006D-07929-131313, (E,F) 014A-07524-101303, (G,H) 014A-
07688-131313, (I,J) 014A-07885-131313, (K,L) 079D-07503-061113, (M,N) 079D-07694-131313,
(O,P) 079D-07894-131313, (Q,R) 087A-07674-131313, (S,T) 087A-07889-131313, (U,V) 116A-
07590-071313, (W,X) 116A-07768-131305.

Figure B.3: Demonstrating line of sight (LOS) displacement bias (‘phase bias’) from the
difference between 12 and 24 day interferogram ‘daisy-chain’ stacks for frame 079D-07694-
131313 between 06 December 2017 and 11 February 2019. Residuals shown in map view and
as a histogram with the mean value indicated by a vertical red line.
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Figure B.4: GNSS derived rift-perpendicular (positive towards 61°N) and rift-parallel (positive
towards -29°N) horizontal velocity fields. Black triangles indicate the subset of GNSS stations
used from (King et al., 2019) with velocity vectors and error ellipses White triangles indicate
the synthetic stations with zero velocity on the stable Nubian plate used to help constrain the
velocity fields.
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Figure B.5: LOS standard deviation over the Afar region between November 2014 and August
2019 from Sentinel-1 tracks T087A, T014A, T116A, T079D, and T006D. Colour scale is limited
to 5 mm to highlight variation in regions of low variance. Maximum standard deviation for
each track is (2 s.f.): 15 mm/yr (T087A), 13 mm/yr (T014A), 3.2 mm/yr (T116A), 3.8 mm/yr
(T079D), 3.1 mm/yr (T006D). Volcanic segments and key faults are shown as black dashed
outlines and black solid lines respectively.
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Figure B.6: Histograms of line of sight (LOS) velocity misfits for all points in the overlap
region of each track. Misfits are calculated by excluding each track in turn from the 3D inversion,
then projecting the resulting 3D velocity field in the track overlap region into the track LOS,
and differencing from the original LOS observation. The mean (red lines), standard deviation,
and RMSE of each set of misfits are displayed.
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Figure B.7: The contributions to the rift-perpendicular (A, B, C) and rift-parallel (D, E, F)
velocity maps (see Figure 3.3) from interpolated GNSS velocities (see Figure B.4) and Sentinel-1
InSAR. The isolated contribution of InSAR here (C, F) is the total velocity field (A, D) minus
the interpolated GNSS velocity field (B, E).
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Figure B.8: Sentinel-1 data (A,D), GBIS (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018) model (B,E), and
residual (C,F), for 2015-19 surface deformation observed using tracks T079D (A,B,C), and
T014A (D,E,F) at Dallol volcano. Surface displacements are shown wrapped where each fringe
(red-blue) represents 26 mm of motion towards the satellite in the line of sight. The model
consists of a ∼ 1×2 km horizontal sill (Okada, 1985) at 0.9-1.3 km depth with ∼ 0.27 m of
contraction. The coordinate system is relative to the centre of the Dallol edifice.
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Figure B.9: Sentinel-1 data (A,D,G), GBIS (Bagnardi and Hooper, 2018) model (B,E,H), and
residual (C,F,I), for 2014-19 surface deformation observed using tracks T079D (A,B,C), T014A
(D,E,F), and T006D (G,H,I) at Nabro volcano. Surface displacements are shown wrapped where
each fringe (red-blue) represents 26 mm of motion towards the satellite in the line of sight. The
model consists of a point source (Mogi, 1958) at 5.5-6.8 km depth with an equivalent volume
change of 7-11×106 m3. The coordinate system is relative to the centre of the Nabro edifice.
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h η Dabbahu Gabho Ado Ale Southern
(km) (Pa s) 06-10 14-19 06-10 14-19 06-10 14-19 06-10 14-19
14 1017 +0.0 +0.2 +0.1 +0.3 +0.0 +1.2 -0.6 +0.2
14 1018 +0.5 +0.0 +0.4 +0.1 +2.4 +0.6 -0.7 +0.2
14 1019 +0.4 +0.0 +0.4 +0.0 +2.4 +0.5 -1.2 +0.8
16 1017.5 +0.1 +0.1 +0.0 +0.2 +0.1 +0.8 -0.8 +0.3
16 1018 +0.2 +0.0 +0.1 +0.1 +0.7 +0.4 -0.9 +0.2
16 1018.5 +0.3 -0.1 +0.2 -0.1 +1.4 -0.2 -1.1 +0.4
18 1017 -0.2 +0.2 -0.1 +0.3 +0.2 +0.6 -2.3 +0.5
18 1018 +0.2 +0.0 +0.0 +0.1 +0.3 +0.3 -2.0 +0.3
18 1019 +0.2 -0.1 +0.1 -0.2 +0.9 -0.6 -1.6 +0.3
20 1017.5 -0.1 +0.1 -0.1 +0.2 +0.1 +0.5 -5.7 +0.5
20 1018 +0.0 +0.0 -0.1 +0.1 +0.2 +0.2 -3.4 -0.4
20 1018.5 +0.2 -0.1 +0.0 -0.1 +0.4 -0.3 -2.3 -0.5
22 1017 -0.2 +0.2 +0.0 +0.2 +0.1 +0.6 -7.1 +1.0
22 1018 +0.0 +0.0 -0.1 +0.1 +0.2 +0.2 -3.6 -0.3
22 1019 +0.2 -0.2 +0.0 -0.2 +0.5 -0.7 -2.1 -0.4
24 1017.5 +0.0 +0.1 +0.0 +0.2 +0.2 +0.5 -4.7 +0.6
24 1018 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.2 +0.2 -3.5 -0.2
24 1018.5 +0.0 -0.1 +0.0 +0.0 +0.3 -0.3 -2.6 -0.7
26 1017 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.2 +0.3 +0.6 -4.9 +0.8
26 1018 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.1 +0.2 +0.3 -3.5 +0.0
26 1019 +0.1 -0.2 +0.0 +0.2 +0.4 -0.7 -2.4 -0.6
28 1017.5 -0.2 +0.2 -0.1 +0.2 +0.3 +0.5 -4.1 +0.7
28 1018 +0.0 +0.0 +0.0 +0.1 +0.3 +0.3 -3.4 +0.0
28 1018.5 +0.0 -0.1 +0.0 -0.1 +0.3 -0.2 -2.8 -0.7
30 1017 -0.1 +0.1 +0.0 +0.2 +0.5 +0.6 -4.2 +0.5
30 1018 -0.1 +0.0 +0.0 +0.1 +0.3 +0.3 -3.4 +0.1
30 1019 +0.0 -0.2 +0.0 +0.2 +0.4 -0.7 -2.6 -0.7

Table C.1: Sill source time series volume changes for all model rheologies to 1 d.p. with
units of 108 m3. h represents the thickness of the elastic lid, with η showing the viscosity
of the homogeneous layer beneath the elastic lid. Values show the cumulative volume change
within the 2006-10 and 2014-19 time periods for sills below the Dabbahu, Gabho, Ado ’Ale,
and Southern sources, and are coloured (green for positive, red for negative volume change)
with the transparency of the colour directly related to the cell values. Sills are 1×1 km planar
openings (Okada, 1985) at depths of 4, 4, 10, 17 km respectively.
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Figure C.1: Green’s function responses of surface deformation for 1 m opening for each of
the sill sources over 15 years. (A-D) shows the total deformation response, with (E-F) showing
just the viscous response for sills below Dabbahu (D, H), Gabho (C, G), Ado ’Ale (B, F), and
the Southern source (A, E). These time series apply to the rheology of an 18 km elastic lid
thickness, and 1018 Pa s viscosity. Sills are 1×1 km planar openings (Okada, 1985) at depths
of 4, 4, 10, 17 km respectively.
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Figure C.2: Temporal and spatial variation in RMSE for the model residuals shown in Figure
4.3. RMSE values are calculated from the map of residuals at each epoch, and the time series of
residuals at each spatial point. Values are shown in the LOS of each track, for the time period
covered by each track. Points A-E in map view relate to the time series shown in Figure 4.3,
with profiles X-Z shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure C.3: Sill source time series for 2006-19 showing incremental (A) and cumulative (B)
volume change for each of the sills below Dabbahu (red), Gabho (green), Ado ’Ale (blue), and
the Southern source (yellow). Sills are 1×1 km planar openings (Okada, 1985) at depths of 4,
4, 10, 17 km respectively.
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Figure C.4: LOS displacement time series for all time series points (A-F) as shown in Figure
4.3, with the variety of model fits (elastic thickness h = 14-30 km, viscosity η = 1017−19 Pa s
), and the overall best-fit model (h = 18 km, η = 1018 Pa s).
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